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Disclaimer!
Highlining is an inherently dangerous sport and people have died
participating in it. This course is not a guarantee that you will not be injured
or die. Rather, this course is a culmination of “best practices” done globally
in our highlining community. A lot of techniques and technology are
pioneered specifically for our niche sport and are built on logical
assumptions and simulated testing, BUT it is NOT 100% safe. Things will
fail and things can fail lower than we previously thought. Highlining has an
enormous amount of variables that are difficult to predict. We build in safety
factors and redundancy to reduce the risk but there is still risk. The action
of rigging highlines is as dangerous or more dangerous than being
attached to a properly rigged highline. Be clipped in when working near cliff
edges!
This course is interactive. You are not just reading and watching, but
actively practicing the actions in this course. You are doing them at your
own risk. If you don’t feel it is safe in general or safe for you and your body
type, or safe for your location, THEN DON’T DO IT. We promote safety and
best practices but there is a risk in trying the things we show you at
Highline University International. If you proceed with taking this course,
then you understand it is at your own risk and Highline University
International and How NOT to LLC, the parent company, is not responsible
for any injury or death that may occur.

Course Design
This is an open source project. Many different highliners’ ideas are presented in
this course and are intended to be the collective knowledge we have as a sport.
The YouTube channel HowNOTtoHighline is a vlog of projects we are doing,
things we are learning and whatever seems interesting at the time. You could be
watching a video 3 years old that is mostly irrelevant. This course will be
updated with the latest and greatest highline techniques and standards so you
can learn A to Z how to do the things we spent years trying to figure out. We link
to every relevant episode on HowNOTtoHighline and other resources where
relevant. We aim to have everything on the internet, about this topic, organized
in this textbook.

Honor System
IT’S FREE… sort of.... not free to make. It is more important that people have
access to the right information to keep them safe than to demand $20. Some
people live in places that can’t afford $20 (not talking about American van lifers)
but have a right to this information so they can be as safe as possible. Many
already know this information and it’s nice they too can see what the next
generation is being taught and include their feedback. If you are new, and take
this entire course, benefit from it and own more than 100m of webbing or have a
job, please spot us $20 to keep us going.
No, we don’t make money on Youtube. We just do this because we love it.
Ads provide about $100-$200 per month (NOT per episode!) and we pay an
editor about $75 to $150 per video to edit so we can devote more time to projects
like this. With break tests, website fees, and occasionally hiring slackers to do
tedious tasks, it costs about $10,000 a year to operate. The entire channel
survives off of donations. If you benefit from our episodes, the Bolting Bible, or
these courses, please become a monthly Patron, donate 1x on PayPal or
Venmo.

Highline Outfitters
I love Amazon as much as the next dirtbag, but it takes years to put safe hardware and
webbing out to the market. As this sport grows, more and more slackline knockoff
companies will start popping up. SUPPORT YOUR SLACK FAMILY! The companies
below are operated by dedicated slackers providing a full range of products. We
include every major slack company in this course. No company can buy advertising
space. This is a collective project that unbiasedly teaches all gear and all ways.
1. United States
a. Balance Community https://www.balancecommunity.com
b. Slackline Industries https://slacklineindustries.com/
c. Space Age Slacklines https://www.spaceageslacklines.com/
2. Canada
a. Slacklife BC https://www.slacklifebc.com
3. Mexico
a. Geko Slacklines https://gekoslacklines.mx/
4. Europe
a. Slacktivity https://www.slacktivity.com/
b. Slack Inov slack-inov.com
c. Aki Slacklines https://aki-slacklines.de/en
d. Slack Mountain https://slack-mountain.com/en/
e. Raed Slacklines https://raed-slacklines.com/
f. LineGrip Corp https://www.linegrip.com/
g. EQB/Spider Slacklines
https://spider-slacklines.com/
https://www.slackshop.cz/en/
h. Easy Slack/SlackFr www.slack.fr
i. Gibbon https://www.gibbon-slacklines.com/en/
j. SlackHouse https://slackhouseshop.pl/en/
***No Gibbon products can be used in a highline but it's a good brand
5. Russia
a. Souz Slacklines https://souzslackline.com/
6. South-America
a. Shaoline slackline www.shaoline-slackline.com.ar (Argentina)
b. Bera Adventure (Brazil) https://beraadventure.com.br/ (Brazil)
7. Australia
a. Climbing Anchors https://www.climbinganchors.com.au/
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Stuff
“It’s what is on the inside (of your gear) that counts”

Material science is important to understand so you know how gear can be and can NOT be
used since rigging is not always straight forwards. Aluminum can’t be pulled near it’s breaking
strength too many times before it actually breaks (cyclic loading). Soft goods can’t have other
soft goods rubbing over it or it cuts through it, ropes rubbing ropes is bad. Dyneema’s melting
point is much lower than nylon or polyester. In general, it’s good to understand what the 1”
wiggle bridge that you are walking on is made of. Let's get started.

Polyester

Polyester or PES is a type of plastic that tends to have a very low
stretch. How ropes and webbing are woven with polyester fibers
determines how it stretches and behaves but for the most part polyester
is a light weight, strong, low stretch material.

Nylon

The proper chemical name is Polyamide or Nylon 6-6, often abbreviated
PAD. Nylon is one of the most common materials we use, from ropes to
harnesses to webbing. It is quite stretchy but has a lower strength
compared to Polyester. However, the ways we weave, sew and braid it
have come leaps and bounds since its inception, resulting in much stronger
gear.

Dyneema

UHMWP or ultra-high-molecular-weight polyethylene or dyneema or the brand name “Amsteel”
is a really fancy plastic. It is stronger than steel cable of the same diameter yet it floats on
water. It has very very very low stretch and because of this, the bends created by knots lower
the breaking strength by MORE than 50%. It also doesn’t like knots because it is super
slippery since it has a coefficient factor of 0.4 (more slippery than teflon). Dyneema must be
spliced inside of itself which acts like a Chinese finger trap, retaining most of its strength.
Dyneema is often used as the core of canyoneering ropes, and while the outer sheath keeps

knots from slipping, they will still reduce the strength of the rope by about 50%. Climbing slings
are also commonly made from dyneema.
Dyneema melts at 145°C (293°F) which is much lower than polyester and nylon at
245°C (473°F) so rope on rope abrasion will damage dyneema much faster than
common climbing ropes. Bottom line, ropes rubbing against ropes is still bad.
There are 5 main variations on the market:
● SK60 sucks and is what the lower priced off-brands sell
● SK75 is super good enough and is easily sourced, so
many highliners make their soft shackles using this.
Climbing tape sticks really well to it, which helps tape soft
shackles shut. This variation has more creep (permanent
stretch over time) but does that really matter on such a
short little span of dyneema? I guess I don’t mind being a
little “creepy”
● SK78 is the same strength as SK75 but with less creep
(permanent stretch over time) but it has a greasy feeling
and tape doesn’t stick to it. Most quality soft shackles you
buy are using this type.
● SK90 is 10-15% stronger, but with the creep of SK75
● SK99 has a 20% strength advantage over SK78 and the
same elongation and creep characteristics of SK78 - basically the best of both worlds,
however it is rather expensive.
The best place to buy dyneema in the USA currently is Go2Marine - they sell SK75 which is
super good enough for highlining applications when properly used.
DMM did a great video on knots and dyneema slings HERE

Vectran

This stuff is a liquid crystal polymer woven into a fabric and is
so expensive only one webbing was ever made 100% from it,
SPIDER SILK, that came in 3 versions from Balance
Community and now they have a new blend of Vectran and
Dyneema named SPIDER SILK MK3 which is ⅞” or 20mm
wide. Incredibly light and strong. Here is a PDF about Vectran
with a NASA shuttle on the cover so you feel like you are
looking at the future. The data is pretty cool. This is a
comparison of high strength fibers in this PDF

Aramid

Technora is a brand name of Aramid and is often used instead; like Amsteel is for
Dyneema. It is commonly seen as the sheath on canyoneering ropes. Very
abrasion and heat resistant, it has a similar strength and stretch to Dyneema.
However, like many ropes, it is sensitive to ultraviolet radiation, which can break
down the molecular structure of the fiber resulting in a decreased breaking
strength. It also comes as a 12 strand braid like dyneema from the Cortland
Company which can also be made into soft shackles with 3x the melting point as dyneema (in
case you are concerned about rope on rope abrasion in segmented systems). However, it is
very hard to source. Aramids can get fatigue from many cycles - see this research paper here

Polypropylene
"Polypro" is dirt cheap, and you’ll see it in the boating world
because it floats.. It tends to be extremely weak but can make a
good tagline if used in the right scenario. It doesn’t pack down well
in a bag so a 300 meter tag line with this stuff can be really bulky
but is fairly light. Be sure to wear gloves as it feels terrible on your
hands. Don’t use this sort of rope for life support or for permanent
taglines. Not only is this material weak, but the sun destroys it
rapidly as it doesn't hold up well to UV light.

Natural Fibers (cotton & hemp)

These might work on your sailboat or for tying up your Shibari partner,
but they’re outdated for load bearing purposes. Some all time classic
climbing routes were put up with natural fiber ropes, but they also
grow mildew and rot in moisture, causing them to break unexpectedly
at low loads. You won’t find UIAA certification on these. I broke 1”

wide hemp webbing at 4kn (see the class of kilonewtons) in slacksnap.
Nerd out on more rope material knowledge at MAXIM ROPES article.

Steel

This is the benchmark of material strength everything else is
compared to. When in doubt, it is always the most bomber
option across the board. It will not break from fatigue when
used within its working load limit(see cyclic loading under
Aluminum below). Various grades of stainless and galvanized
high tensile strength steel are used. Low grade steel is what
cheaper shackles and quicklinks are made of and is often
seen in hardware stores. These break at much lower tensions
than comparable, quality steel products. so it is worth getting
your steel from a reputable source. Another nice thing about
steel is that it bends before it breaks so you often won’t have a catastrophic failure before
seeing a problem.

Aluminum

About half the weight of steel and standard in the climbing world, aluminum is the main
alternative to steel in the slackline world. Aluminum in our gear tends to be two main alloys:
6061 and 7075. 6061 is a very widely used aluminum that is cheaper, easier to machine, and
wholly capable for most structural settings. 7075 is stronger and has a better strength to weight
ratio than 6061, but that comes with higher dollar cost. Both alloys are sometimes called
“aerospace aluminum.” All life supporting carabiners and weblocks are made from 7075.
Cyclic loading is the main downside to aluminum as
opposed to steel, but it takes a little to understand.
Basically, when metals are exposed to stress (force)
they fatigue (get weaker), and with each cycle of
loading the material fatigues more. The closer the
stress is to the breaking strength, the more fatigue. You
can think of a cycle as any loading and unloading of the
metal - in slackline terms that means every bounce,
whip, catch, or oscillation in the wind is a cycle, so you
can imagine they add up quickly. Keep in mind you
have to be at least 30% if not 40% of MBS for cyclic loading to be relevant. Since weblocks are
60KN+ strong and built out of high quality aluminum, we don’t generate enough force to fatigue
them at a substantial level.
Steel on the other hand, fatigues up to a certain number of cycles and then levels off - no matter
how many cycles after that, will stay the same strength. Aluminum however keeps getting
weaker and weaker with more cycles, creating microfractures which eventually break. See this
FATIGUE LIMIT study. An Aluminum connector needs to see loads at about 30% to 40% of

MBS (minimum breaking strength) for cyclic loading to be an issue. So a 24kn aluminum
carabiner being used in a longline pulled tight on a windy day can really compromise that
carabiner. 50kn to 80kn weblocks can be made out of aluminum because the forces we put on
them won’t compromise them. Leash
rings are also sometimes made out of
aluminum for the same reason, they
won’t see enough cycles at a high
enough force to compromise them.
Actual carabiners were tested in this
STUDY at MIT which is where this chart
comes from. The MIT test was not done
under 8kn with the gate closed, and our
prediction is that a carabiner can handle
a lot of cycles if used in the 2kn to 4kn
range.

Extrapolating out their data from their equation:
y=-3.3508*ln(x)+39.139

The short story is… don’t use aluminum carabiners on
master points and only sometimes is it ok on the bolts
or cams. And never use carabiners to connect a
leash to a highline because they can open during a
whipper and you would die.

Titanium

Slightly more dense and heavier than aluminum and
sharing most of its other properties, titanium is
significantly stronger, so less material goes further. This
means titanium is the ultimate in lightweight/high
strength gear, although its high cost means it doesn’t see
much use for highlining applications. One of the main
uses is in glue in bolts, where their low corrosion makes
them the gold standard for longevity where corrosion is a
concern. You may also see titanium leash rings. Expect to
pay multiple times what you would for comparable aluminum or stainless steel parts, but you
will get that satisfaction knowing you paid a lot for something that wasn’t necessary.

Corn
If we want to include everything, why not the newest webbing
made out of MAIZE. We add corn (ethanol) to our gas, we use
it to artificially sweeten our food with corn syrup so why not
make webbing out of maize fibers. I haven’t tested this but it
sure is interesting! Not endorsing it here… just saying it exists!
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GEAR
“Try not to buy things you won’t use”
It is ideal to purchase gear that you can use now and also for the next stage of your highline
journey. For example buying a 2” ratchet kit is pretty useless if you are trying to highline
someday. Not only does a highline feel nothing like a 2” kit, but not a single piece of gear in that
kit can be used in highlining. Also, purchasing webbing without sewn loops on both ends will
significantly limit your use of that webbing as you grow in your skills. Let’s cover the different
gear you need for anchors.

ROPE

Ahhhhh rope, the most familiar looking thing in a
highline rig aside from webbing. Ropes play an integral
part in everything from our anchors to our leashes to
even backups for highlines.
To clarify, the ropes being talked about are RATED
ROPES DESIGNED FOR LIFE SUPPORTING
APPLICATIONS AND ARE UIAA CERTIFIED.
Ropes come in a few different flavors and a few different materials so let's break things down:
Anatomy of a rope:
● Core- The core of a rope provides almost all of the strength of the rope. It typically
consists of about 8 strands of the material the rope is made of (little ropes making bigger
ropes) but the core material can differ from the sheath. Also inside should be a small
strand of plastic with the ropes info on it, the make, model, size, material, batch number
and date produced are often included on this
● Sheath- The sheath does very little when it comes to strength, but is necessary to protect
the delicate core fibers. The sheath is designed to hold the core together and protect the
core from abrasion/damage. This is why some sheaths are being made from a more
durable material than the core.
NOTE: Even fancy “abrasion resistant” sheaths aren’t bulletproof and need
padding. Small cuts/nicks/burns in the sheath can compromise a rope and lead to
complete failure. This neat video shows what happens when a knife cuts the sheath
on different types of ropes.

Core Shots: The death knell of a rope. Any significant damage to the core or sheath of a rope is
called a “Core Shot”. There are a couple of ways these can manifest, but all are a sign that you
should retire your rope (or at least cut off the damaged section). The most obvious type of core
shot is when the white core strands are visible. At its worst,
the core fibers will be coming out of the sheath in a big
clump, but anytime you can see the guts of your rope, it’s a
bad sign. The other type of core shot isn’t as obvious but is
just as dangerous. This is when the sheath is intact but the
core is not. It can either appear as a flattening or bulging of
a part of the rope, or a noticeable soft spot. A common test
for this is to try to fold the rope in half at the soft spot: if it
folds without a gap, the tight weave and intact core aren’t
doing their job and it’s time to retire it. It’s good to
regularly inspect your ropes by feeling along the length
while slowly flaking it. We all know you’ve been looking
for an excuse to feel your ropes up anyways.
WARNING: Core shot rope should be retired. A core shot can be nearly invisible to the eye
but still mean your rope is compromised. Visible core strands and soft or flat sections of
rope could lead to total failure.
Types of rope:
● Static - This isn’t electricity that comes off the rope, this means it isn’t stretchy. Also
called semi-static, these “static” ropes aren't designed to have a lot of stretch and
generally have more robust sheaths. Even though they’re called “static” they tend to
stretch more like nylon webbing. The core can be either nylon (stretchier) or polyester
(less stretchy) but both will stretch a lot under slackline loads. Static ropes with high tech
cores (almost no stretch) exist and are under the categories of canyoneering or caving
rope but are expensive and much less common.
● Dynamic- These are ropes designed to have A LOT of stretch, and are what is used for
lead climbing. They stretch about 10% under body weight, up to 40% in a dynamic fall
and more than double when trying to break them in SlackSnap! Keep this in mind if you
ever want to use one as a backup and you are close to the ground
For anchors: polyester and nylon ropes are both common but what you use may depend on the
situation.
Smaller lines tend to lean more towards the nylon/dynamic side of things and longer lines more
towards the static/polyester side of the spectrum. Worth noting, a lot of highliners have invested
in very durable or abrasion resistant ropes for anchor materials, such as aramid sheathed ropes,

canyoneering ropes for the dyneema core/strength to weight ratio, or unicore rope where the
sheath and core are woven/bound together for increased durability, even when the rope is
partially cut.
For leashes. Both nylon and polyester (dynamic and static) are totally acceptable and commonly
used.
For backups: Rope backups are going out of fashion as backup loops get bigger and droopier.
As the loose rope backup wraps around your line (candy cane style), the round shape contacting
the edge of your flat webbing can lead to quick abrasion, so it's best to keep smaller loops and
more frequent tapes if you go this route. Because even static rope is really dynamic by slackline
standards, dynamic rope should be reserved for the shortest of lines, or crazy alpine rigs where
you need to double purpose your gear (unless you want to go for a wild ride on your backup fall)

Spansets

Spansets are industrial grade round slings often
used in construction that involves heavy
materials. If you’ve ever seen a crane lifting
something huge and heavy and seen a colored
sling going around the object, boom. Spansets.
In these industries, they’re called polyester
round slings. They’re made from one “endless”
piece of polyester coiled many times into a
loop, and then covered in a polyester webbing sheath. Extremely strong, abrasion resistant, and
relatively cheap, they’re a go to for bomber tree anchors and for wrapping boulders. To learn
even more about spansets, check out Balance Communities’ article on them.
Spansets can be ordered online in the US from industry sources like https://www.mfrexpress.com
or from most slackline companies. They come in a variety of strengths corresponding to the color
of the sheath. Slackliners use the two weakest sizes, purple and green, which are more than
enough for any slackline anchor, the main difference aside from strength being weight. Balance
Community makes a blue spanset that is
between purple and green in strength. Spansets
are quite heavy compared to other anchor
materials, but purple will be lighter than blue,
which is lighter than green.
Spansets are measured in length when stretched
out, not in circumference, and most people use
between 6 and 14 feet (2-4.5 meters). Since

spansets are heavy it’s nice to have one fit to size, but longer is always more versatile. Check
with local riggers for their recommendations, so you will know what works for lines in your area.
We have tested on SlackSnap a purple spanset in test #723 (chart and videos available on our
website) and it broke straight at 78kn. Wrapped in a basket around a tree is almost double that.
Girth hitches or knots will reduce their strength down to around 40kn. So for reference, the
weakest spanset is stronger than any webbing. Including these cute little ROUNDSLINGS from
Slacktivity

Climbing slings

Climbing slings are traditionally made of nylon, although lighter weight dyneema slings with
nylon edges are becoming more popular. Both types are flat webbings sewn into loops, and the
dyneema variants are substantially thinner and lighter weight. In highlining, climbing slings are
typically used during the rigging process, or as a form of personal protection while rigging or
tying in. If you choose to use dyneema slings for personal protection, keep in mind that the low
stretch dyneema doesn’t absorb force, and thus you will shock load it with a fall from above the
sling. Either keep your personal anchor tight, or use a nylon sling for this purpose.
Recently, Mammut has made a “new” type of climbing sling called a “contact” sling that is
designed like a small spanset, which naturally is also very static.
Climbing slings are only used in highline anchors in technical situations where many marginal
pieces of trad gear or natural anchors are combined. A bunch
of sliding Xs coming together to more sliding Xs is called a
cascading anchor and climbing slings are great for this. It is
not ideal to use climbing slings in highline anchors because
the abrasion resistance is so low, but it can be done if you use
multiple slings together and make sliding Xs or even BFKs
with a wad of climbing slings. Unless you know the dos and
don’ts of climbing slings on highline anchors, steer clear of
using them. We discuss this in this VIDEO.

Whoopies

These have been around for a long time in the Maritime
setting and only recently found a home in the slack
world. A whoopie is an adjustable sling that is 100%
spliced (no knots).
Our video shows the process and Samson’s PDF is super
clear on how to make them. Bury length is important

because if the tail of the splice isn’t buried enough, you lose a lot of strength. A fid is a splicing
tool. They are typically 21x the diameter of the amsteel. They recommend 3.5 fid lengths of
bury but if you do this, the shortest your whoopies sling can
shrink to is too long to be practical. I have always buried it about
2 fid lengths or 40x the diameter of the amsteel. 6mm or ¼” is
about 10” or 24cm of bury. I have achieved full strength in Slack
Snap with only 20x the diameter or (1 fid length) but it is better to
be longer than not. See samples #236 to #248 on our chart
(website home page).
We have found It is common to girth hitch them directly to glue in bolts but then there is a
serious loss of strength in doing so. You cannot girth hitch climbing hangers as they are too
sharp. These have been used to prevent shockloading if the main anchor fails, then you have 3 or
4 of these ready to hold the force without any extension of the anchor. The idea of using them
exclusively as the anchor has been explored but it was found that it is too difficult to have the
bolts share the load evenly-ish and there is much more room for error compared to established
methods. That video is here.
With the popularity of rope BFKs on the rise again, whoopies have silently started to disappear
from the highlining scene and are not a necessary piece of gear anymore. They have some useful
uses and hacks occasionally but you don’t NEED them anymore.

Soft Shackles

Imagine a carabiner that is weightless and can be pulled in 2
or 3 or 4 directions and not lose any strength. Imagine that
connector that floats in water but is 2x as strong as a
carabiner. Welcome to our favorite piece of gear… soft
shackles! These have been around for a long time in the
Maritime
setting and only recently found a home in the slack world.
Currently, all soft shackles are made with 12 braid Dyneema
but we are experimenting with other 12 braid materials like vectran and technora so stay tuned!
Once slackers realized that they are stronger than the shackles that we were using but are almost
weightless, they became very popular for connecting our webbing to the master point of our
anchor.
Despite knots being really bad in dyneema, soft shackles
require a knot. It does slip when tensioned, but in the case
of soft shackles the knots used will only get smaller and
tighter.At a certain point the knot will no longer be able to
get smaller and are "set" or "locked". The knot gets so tight,

or it should, that it feels rock hard and sounds like a rock when you whack it on a hard surface.
The noose, or eye, that is at the end of the softie goes over that knot and
can’t come off of it unless you tied your knot wrong or your noose is too
big. Diamond knots used to be popular but Button knots became
standard because the tails are spliced back down the legs, making for a
bigger bend radius for the noose and giving it more strength. Diamond
knots break at 140%-170% of the line strength because the noose is hugging 2 strands (as the
tails go out of the top of the knot) however, the Button knot breaks at 200%-230% because the
noose is hugging 4 strands since the tails go back down. This extra strength allows us to use
5mm dyneema soft shackles, which is ideal for segmented lines since the heads are 25% smaller
than 6mm button knot heads. Softshackles made using The Big Overhand knot have the same
diameter for the noose but the knot is much easier to tie. Overhand Knot softshackles require
more dyneema and have an obnoxiously large head, which is annoying in general but especially
not an option for segmented highline connections... but they are easier to tie. Depends on what
your priorities are. If you are unsure about your ability to tie a button knot and you only plan on
using them at anchors, the easier soft shackle is an option for you.
The hesitation for using soft shackles is that
almost all of them are homemade. They are a
pain in the ass to make, and tying them wrong
would make them fail. The other concern is when
you attach softshackles to master points, there is
rope on rope which is bad if they are moving on
each other. Since a master point and a soft shackle
are not moving, it won’t break or saw through
itself. Soft shackles have led to innovative ways
of connecting highlines together, but bouncing around on a highline connected by soft shackles
has some people concerned that they could open by themselves. Many do not feel that is a
concern as they are extremely difficult to open if there is even the slightest pressure on them. I
like using Sk75 dyneema because it is easy to get, very affordable and doesn't have a greasy
feeling so I can tape my soft shackles shut. A hair tie or rubber 'O' ring can also be used to
secure the noose. You don’t need a stronger dyneema because 5mm or 6mm SK75 soft shackles
are already stronger than your webbing.
Animated knots has a great video on the Button
Knot but our VIDEO shows the whole process
and a break test at the end. We also TEST Plasma
vs Amsteel, 2 different brands of dyneema. We
also have the Big Overhand softie VIDEO

referred to as, "the easier soft shackle". You can go to the slacksnap chart on our website
homepage and hit CTRL F and type in “soft” and see about 100 break tests. A soft shackle takes
4.5 feet (1.3m) to 6 feet (2m) of dyneema so at less than $1 per foot these are also cheaper than
steel shackles. Making them can be a pain in the ass BUT it is the hazing process to becoming a
true highliner. So buy 25-40 feet (6.5m-12m) of the 6mm or ¼ at Go2Marine and make 5 softies
for your master points to earn your highline badge of honor! Keep in mind, split highline
techniques that attach multiple webbings together require 5mm or 3/16” but that is explained in
Highline Rigging 103.
If you absolutely don’t want to make your own, many slackline outfitters are selling them and
you can also buy them HERE. Don’t buy just any soft shackles off eBay please! Many use
“chinema” which is a racist way of saying shitty dyneema. Also, it is nice to support slackers.

Hard Shackles

Hard shackles are... well… hard. They are also what people are
referring to when they only say “shackle”. They come in all
shapes, sizes and metals. So let's start with this example of a
stainless steel bow shackle from Balance Community. You can
see how they are measured by looking at this diagram.

SHAPES:
Bow shackles
● These are the most common type of shackle. These are what
everyone will think of, know and love when you say shackle.
They have 2 main parts, the pin (which is literally the pin),
and the bow (the round part). These can be bi-loaded by
pulling along the bow and pin, and tri-loaded by pulling the
pin and two directions on the bow. If you load “across” the

bow of the shackle, or tri-load with an angle past 120 degrees, then the threads of the pin
get loaded and it reduces the breaking strength by more than 50% so use them
intelligently.
D shackles
● These are less commonly used in rigging, but sometimes appear in
pulley systems. Named as such due to their D shape, these are only
designed to be bi-loaded along the pin and the "bow" of the D.
Twist shackles
● These were at one point extremely popular with pulley systems and considered a staple of
any serious longliners pulley system. These are D shackles that have a 90 degree twist
between the pin and the "bow" of the D. These were used on the rear becket of a pulley
system to rotate a breaking device such as an Eddy or Grigri in such
a way that it was not interfering with the main pulley system. In the
last decade these have seen a severe decline
in usage with the advent of the Buckingham
tensioning method, pulleys with an
embedded brake and the usage of a VT knot.

Materials:
Here is a great ARTICLE by Aki Slacklines about how material qualities and manufacturing
processes affect strength in shackles
Galvanized Steel
● Heavy, strong, and often overbuilt for our needs. The Green Pin Van Beest shackles are
tempered and so they are super duper strong and in my opinion completely unnecessary
for any highline rig. You can see all the variations on AKI’s page
Stainless steel
● Streamlined for slackline usage and the current industry standard for hard shackles. Not
all stainless shackles are created equal. See Aki’s article linked above. All highline
outfitters sell stainless bow shackles.
Aluminum
● These do exist but are less common in the slackline/highline world and for some reason
are very popular in the automotive world. Similar to almost all aluminum gear,

lightweight but lower MBS compared to their steel
counterparts. Aluminum has a risk of micro fractures and
failing if cyclically loaded at a high enough force, but
aluminum shackles are designed to be strong enough for most
slacklining needs. Currently the only one on the market is the
KINGPIN from Slacktivity. The giant ones in the automotive
industry are too big to be of any use, you might as well buy a
stainless at that point.

Features:
Screw Pin
● The standard shackle sold by slackline outfitters has a pin that
you slide in and screw into threads on the opposite side to secure
it. Keeper cords can also get all twisted making it harder to
screw/unscrew, so many people leave their pins untethered
leaving them at a high risk of dropping them.
Captive pin
● Unlike normal shackles that only have threads on one of the holes
on the bow, these have threads on both holes of the bow. This
means that not only can they be inserted into either side but, they
have to be manually unscrewed to remove the pin completely.
This helps to eliminate the absolute horror of dropping a pin and
having a useless piece of metal.
Bolt pin
● Like the twist shackle, these are shackles of days long past. These
shackles have a pin with threads that extend outside of the hole on
the bow once fully inserted. A nut is then screwed onto these
threads to hold the pin in place. Following the nut, a second pin is
inserted through a hole the main pin that prevents the nut from
vibrating off. This means that the bolt can be inserted through
either hole of the shackle and there are no threads on the bow. I
came back to a highline after leaving it up overnight and there
was no nut on the pin as the wind during the night vibrated it off, so just the force of the
highline was keeping the pin from falling out.

Quick/Push pin
● These shackles are typically designed specifically for
slackline purposes. Instead of threads or nuts, the pin is like
a pin on a weblock, push button and load, push button and
unload. The big 3 in chronological order are, the airbow
(land cruising, discontinued), the purelock weblock with the
diverter taken out (pure slacklines, discontinued), and the
KINGPIN (slacktivity, currently available).
A stainless steel version from SlackFR also has a
push pin which is pretty nifty. Owen Roll bought
some and said, "They are heavy but kick ass because
they have a huge bow with plenty of room for any
rigging style and tie off. The keeper cord hole helps
eliminate the risk of losing the pin if you were to
drop it, similar to the KingPin’s pin." Here are some
awesome BREAK TESTS done by Slack.fr on bow shackles.

Padding

Probably the most important gear you have depending on where you rig your line. Abrasion on a
tensioned line can cut through extremely quickly (less than 5 oscillations under load). As you
will see further in this course, you can repurpose things you have such as a pile of webbing you
didn’t use, backpacks, your socks… etc. There are specific products you can buy which can be
nice tools to pad with. Why be creative when you can just spend money instead?
Sidewinder or LineSlider2.0 or Line-Shirt
● Sidewinder from Balance Community, or a velcro line
sleeve, is a rectangular piece of abrasion resistant fabric
with Velcro on either side. This is then folded over the
line on a potentially abrasive spot, usually the
beginning, and it forms right around the main and
backup tightly so that it doesn't just slide away. It’s
like a condom, it makes you think you are safer than
you probably are. Albeit this velcro sleeve is essential if something MIGHT rub… you
don’t want your webbing rubbing at all. And keep the velcro hooks (the stiff side) away
from the webbing, ALWAYS! This keeps you from unweaving and damaging your
webbing by the hooks grabbing all the webbing fibers. Also, stepping on a sidewinder
SUCKS. Ideally you tape it in place from sliding back and forth but it can slide when
you step on it and that is generally placed in a no fall zone. Don’t put more on your

webbing than you need. Slacktivity has the LineSlider2.0 which looks amazing but is an
awful name since we call the carabiners with wheels “line slides”. The Line-Shirt has a
neat clip in loop

Tree/edge Pro
● Fancy tree pro, especially the skinny kinds, suck for
highline anchors… unless you use a tree for an
anchor. They have giant tails on them with clips so
you can secure it around a tree but they just get in the
way. However, the basic bitch felt padding by Gibbon
or Other brands is always useful and I love having a
dozen felt tree pro pieces with velcro on them. They
stay in place if you candy cane around your anchor
material and the velcro either holds them in place or you can add another piece and
continue. They are very versatile.
Spirolls
● They coil around ropes which can be useful if rigging all natural
with ropes and going around sharp corners. I have some, I never
ever use them. If I have a sharp corner to protect, I just use velcro
line sleeves.

Soft Release

A soft release is one common method to answer the
question, how do we take the line down? These are
the exact same as you would use in a parkline setting.
Many companies sell soft release “kits” which include
a sewn loop and built in velcro which I find to be
quite handy, however about 15 feet of any slackline
webbing (slippery polyester is the best) with an
overhand is plenty strong enough. Strange as it may
seem, this is actually the strongest part of the entire highline rig since every wrap multiplies the
webbing MBS. Slacksnap sample #199 was 5 wraps with a relatively weak webbing (Feather
from Balance Community) broke at 85kn and #213 was 3.5 wraps with Parsec from Raed which
broke at 105kn! It isn’t just the strength multiple wraps give but the friction, so 4 wraps is

probably strong enough, but we recommend 5 wraps, possibly even 6, for extra strength and the
friction of it. However, if you do 7 or more wraps, then it is
so many that it falls off of itself and becomes a mess. Despite
friction being what makes soft releases work, it is important
you tie your tails off so it doesn’t come undone while you are
using it. If it unravels while you are highlining, then you are
an idiot but hopefully your backup is directly connected to
the anchor so you won’t die, which means we can make fun
of you for sucking. Many soft releases sold are with
longlining in mind so 25ft (7.6m) and 45ft (13.7m) are
common which is absolutely ridiculous for a highline rig. I barely have 12.5ft (4m) (I cut my
25ft soft release in half) because I only soft release it about a meter before the tagline is then
holding the webbing so I can control the release. Installing and using a soft release is more a part
of the rigging process which is what Highlining 103 course covers, but because it is integrated
into the anchor we will cover a lot of it in this course as well.

Quicklinks

Quicklinks, sometimes also referred to as maillons or maillon
rapides, come in a number of shapes and sizes but as the
common name suggests, they are most often shaped like links
of a chain, hence, “quicklinks”. There is nothing quick about
them as you'll learn by screwing them open and shut.
Carabiners, in all honesty, should be called quicklinks and
these should be called slowlinks! These are extremely
common in the rigging world and have a very high WLL/MBS. They are useful for connecting
ropes to hangers and ropes to other ropes, even sewn loops to other sewn loops in some split
highline setups. When connecting a quicklink to a hanger in order to thread a rope in it, try to
have the end that is further from the screw reserved for the rope, it will give you more room to
work with. A quicklink’s diameter should be equal to or greater
than the diameter of the ropes being threaded through them,
otherwise the bend radius is too small and lowers the strength of
your rope. Just like carabiners, if they are open they lose A
LOT of strength. Quicklinks need to be fully screwed tight with
a wrench, NOT your fingers, to get the strength you need for
highlining. If only hand tight, the vibrations from cyclic loads
can unscrew the link putting you, or worse, someone else, at
serious risk.

Deltas

Cousins of the aforementioned quicklinks, Delta quicklinks,
commonly called deltas, are triangle shaped quicklinks.
Ironically they are not meant to be triloaded or pulled in more
than two directions, only biloaded. These are meant to be an
intermittent connection point connecting something small at
the apex at the triangle to something larger along the bar of
the triangle. So, for example, a bolt on the narrow side but a
spanset on the wide side. There are square quicklinks creatively called square quicklinks. Those
can be used to connect two spansets together or two sewn loops but now there are much better
ways of doing that. Like quicklinks, deltas also have a very high WLL/MBS and the diameter
must be equal to or greater than the rope being threaded through it, or you lose a lot of strength
in that rope. Don’t forget to wrench these down too!

Steel Carabiners

Steel carabiners, often affectionately referred to as "Steelies", are
carabiners made from steel. These offer far superior strength when
compared to their aluminum counterparts and can be both locking,
non-locking, wire and solid gate. The main reason these are preferred
for highine applications is due to the fact that steel, when used within
WLL, can be cyclically loaded an infinite number of times without the
material developing fatigue and stress fractures like aluminum does
(see the class of Stuff). They also will bend before they break, unlike
aluminum, giving you a clear sign it is compromised and time to retire
it. Just because they are bomber doesn’t mean you can triload them.
They are only meant to be bi-loaded, that means pulled apart along their major axis. All the
strength is in their spine like a normal carabiner. Oh yea, have I mentioned they are obnoxiously
heavy?

Weblocks

Weblocks, or Bananas (if you're talking to a slackline
dinosaur), are what hold the webbing while it has
tension on it. You can pull the tail, but the main part
you walk on does not slip. This drawing by Tristan
Dudik shows how the webbing goes around a
diverter then has a pin inserted, which creates the
friction to lock itself in place. The higher the pin is
relative to the diverter the more friction and harder it

is to pull the tail side, and conversely the lower the pin the less
friction and more likely it will be to slip. All weblocks will
slip under cyclic loads so tails need to be tied off which will be
covered in the Finishing chapter of the 103 course. Weblocks
can be made from steel or aluminum and that is ok, even with
cyclic loading because they are so strong that a slackline
doesn’t put enough force on them to cause fatigue. The real
variety in weblocks is all on the back half. The two side plates
can either come together for a single contact point or have parallel side plates that have a pin in
the back for soft releases to be directly installed. I’ll kick this horse as I go by… soft releases go
on the static sides, the far sides of slacklines and highlines which is where your sewn loop is.
Pins in the rear give the impression that is where the soft release is installed and most highlines
don’t have the weblock on the static side. However, the pin in the rear of weblocks can be used
to attach directly to the master point of a BFK eliminating a connector. Anyways, when we do
version 2 on this course, maybe we will do an in depth weblock buying guide, but for now visit
the slackline companies mentioned at the beginning because they all have 1 or some for sale.
One category of the ISA Safety Label is weblocks and will soon become the norm for slackline
companies to have certified weblocks which we recommend. For now there are only a few that
have gone through the process but just about all of them are super good enough until that is done
by everyone. See this amazing weblock VIDEO from Bradley Duling and the Lublin Highline
Festival about how weblocks work and the history of them.

The Class of

STOKED
“An acronym for how NOT to build your anchor”

B

eing able to identify what is important in an anchor helps you learn HOW to think,

not WHAT to think. This chapter is to give you the birds eye view or the big picture of
how anchors are built.
Acronyms help you remember what to do. There are so many climbing acronyms for
anchor building that we thought we would make yet another one! We thought we would
be clever and stay on brand so here is how NOT to build an anchor using our favorite
word.

STOKED! - Your anchors should NOT be stoked
● Single - Don’t have any single point of failure. Everything must be redundant.

If 1

part fails, will you die?
●

Touching - If webbing and rope rubs things, especially under tension, it breaks and
you die. Pad everything super good enough!

●

Obtuse - Keep the angle between the legs of your anchor 90° or less.

At 120°, the

forces on each point become more force than the master point.
●
●

Karabiner - Don’t rig highline anchors with aluminum carabiners.
Extension - If one part of an anchor breaks, will it shock load? You don’t want
dramatic extension if one part fails.

●

Disproportionate - You don’t want one part of your anchor holding all the force.
goal is to share the load or equalize the force among all the components on the
anchor.

Everyone in climbing seems to have their own Acronyms, here are some others:
● Here is a climbing anchor video by SIET for the acronym STRADS.
● Another climbing acronym is SERENE and can be seen in this video
● IDEAS or EARNEST are acronyms discussed on this website.

The

S is for SINGLE - Don’t have anything on a single point of failure.
You need REDUNDANCY!

Notice that we have two webbings when we highline? Yea, we like at least two of
everything, except the leash of course. Which brings up when we need to have redundancy
and if it is essential. A spanset that is basket hitched around a tree with a MBS of 100kn to
300kn depending what color/strength you are using is pretty strong. A bomber ring is, well…
bomber. It is a big leash ring made from steel which will bend before breaking at 44KN, or
10,000 lbs of force, which is stronger than almost everything in the rig. And the leash that you
tie to, is much, much weaker than that ring, so many people do not feel it is necessary to have
two. A stuffed leash from Balance community broke at 16kn new and 14kn old. Your back will
break way before then and you would have a hard time putting on more than 2kn (i.e. almost
500lbs/104kg of force) during a whipper. Some have tinkered with two leash designs but the
ropes rub each other or you can get tangled in it. I like the idea of tying in twice so there is less
room for error there, but two ropes can cause more risk than the good they offer.
Redundancy is a myth in some cases. If you attach your backup webbing to a different
tree because you think the main one you are using might not be strong enough, you’re going to
die, or worse, live. If the main tree gets pulled out, that tree (or rock) is still attached to your
highline while it is falling down the cliff! It is better to commit to one tree/rock and add support to
that tree/rock with the tree/rock behind it, and be sure it is directly behind it or it will get pulled
down sideways, then fall down the cliff. Another myth is backing up something sketchy with
something sketchy is somehow not going to result in something sketchy! 2 or 3 wrongs don’t
make things more right. A bush backed up to a few weeds is not redundant. Unnecessary
redundancy is silly, like building your anchor off multiple branches is not redundant if you could
have just used the main trunk just a few feet lower. You might think that is obvious, but I
climbed with someone who took an hour to build a belay station off 4 branches with fancy knots
instead of just wrapping the base like everyone else normally does.
Don’t misunderstand, REDUNDANCY IS IMPORTANT, especially for anchors. A major
focus in climbing and highline anchors is redundancy. With good bolts, two is satisfactory.
European style of rigging for a long time has been two sliding Xs, one for main and other for
backup. So they have been putting highline forces on 2 bolts for ages. Three bolts is nice for
BFKs so there is enough rope for it to be considered fat, otherwise your rope could become the
weakest link if it was a two point BFK. 4+ bolts is ridiculous unless the rock is incredibly weak.
Another form of redundancy is mixing up the materials. If you have a sewn loop that
fails, it is likely the backup has a sewn loop made by the same person with similar problems. If
you made your own soft shackles and you use one for main and one for backup, they could both
fail if you did them wrong. If you fold a 60m rope in half to do a 30m rope swing, and you stored
it next to a leaking car battery in the back of your car, the whole thing is compromised when you
could've used two separate, unique ropes. Mixing what you are using can add a type of
redundancy. The broad point is this, simply having two isn't always the right answer if they're
both bad.

T is for TOUCHING - You don’t want your anchor rubbing
anything. You need PADDING!

It is a bit difficult to cut ropes, webbing and especially dyneema, even with a knife… until it is
under tension. The biggest risk of a highline failing is if the webbing is rubbing on anything
while under tension. Soft goods that we use can only touch and abrade a few times before it is
cut all the way through. Highlines in wind storms are cut down because they are moving too
aggressively to be derigged in a normal way, and it only takes a touch with a knife before what
sounds like a guitar string breaking as it releases its stored energy. Several
highline mainline failures have been from abrasion. Anchor materials AND
webbing need to be padded very well. Now, the less they are moving around
things that can cut them the better. But rig and pad with the worst-case scenario
in mind: highlines need to be padded where they touch now, might touch, and will
be touching when shit hits the fan. There are ways to stabilize the master point
down with an extra rope, or up with an A Frame/Hang
Frame, or extended past the area of concern. Potential
abrasion needs to be padded as well, like a rock a meter
down that is not a problem right now, but would be if the
loose backup line had to catch the highliner. Also if there
was extension all of a sudden, will the padding you
currently have be sufficient?
Slacktivity did a great TEST showing what happens when
you rub a sharp stone on pink tube tensioned at different forces. At 2:43 of this video you can
see paracord cutting through a tensioned line. While it is obvious that lower tensions take more
"rubs" to cut, once a specific point of abrasion starts to tear things go downhill fast, and
hopefully it isn’t you going down the hill fast.

O is for OBTUSE - Big angles in your anchor increases the forces
on each piece. You need to be ACUTE!

I always laugh when anchor building tutorials stress that wide angles increase the forces
exponentially and make you sound like you will die if it isn’t at 45 degrees or less. We made an
entire sport out of rigging webbing at a very obtuse angle!!! But as you can see with slacklining,
when a 70KG or 154LB person is on a slackline that is already at 454KG/1000LBF, they can put
on 680KG/1500LBF or even 907KG/2000LBF sometimes, over 10x their weight. Now Imagine
if you had 8KN at 160 degrees (180 degrees is very hard to achieve because everything
stretches a little), your anchor points would be seeing 8kn x 288% or 23kn! Now in theory, any
highline you are rigging should have anchor points that can handle 23kn but you wouldn’t have

a very good safety ratio. As you can see from this image from this climbing website that less
than 45 degrees shares the load evenly and even 58% isn’t a problem. But at 120 degrees,
each piece is seeing the full load of the master point which is definitely not ideal, but each
anchor point should be able to handle that regardless. Let's bring up that only bow shackles
and soft shackles can be pulled in 3 directions. Even delta quicklinks, the triangle kind, are not
able to handle an obtuse angle and can only be biloaded. So in general, keep your angles
(a)cute and skinny.

K is for KARABINER - Aluminum carabiners in a highline rig
can fatigue with cyclic loading. You need STEEL!

Aluminum when stressed is like my brain trying to understand aluminum, it gets fatigued and
then breaks. If you pull aluminum hard enough often enough it will break. It starts to create
microfractures and eventually… POP! No warning, just POP. Steel bends and deforms before
breaking but aluminum just breaks with almost no stretching. External nicks and dents are
potential spots for microfracture stress cracks to start or form quicker. Cyclic loading eventually
will cause aluminum to fail, but how many cycles does something need before it fails? Well that
depends on how hard you are pulling. Let's speak in % of the ultimate breaking strength.
I have talked to 5 different highline gear manufactures and these numbers are the rough
conclusion. Based on this CHART under 40% of MBS means you can use a piece of gear for a
really long time, not indefinitely but a long time. If you cyclic load a 20KN carabiner at 50% or
10KN every second of every day, it would break in 11.6 days or 1,000,000 cycles. If you load
that same carabiner at 5.3KN every second of every day it would break after 3.2 years or
100,000,000 cycles. And again if you load that same carabiner at 4.7KN every second of every
day, it would break after 32 years or 10^9 cycles. Our highline master points will get anywhere
from 4KN to 8KN and with wind it is not hard to get some aggressive and fast cycles.
Fun fact, 6061-T6 aluminum is 30%-50% weaker than 7075-T6 aluminum (aircraft aluminum)
but is almost half as “brittle” which means it could in theory take more cyclic loading but since
6061 is weaker, getting to a higher % of its ultimate tensile strength takes almost half as 7075.
5kn on a cheap 6061 amazon carabiner is almost 50% of MBS vs only 25% of a quality 7075
carabiner. 6061 will require less cycles at 5kn to break than 7075, so the extra cycles you get
out of a more flexible aluminum is canceled out. Sorry for that rabbit hole, but that was
interesting!
Ok, one more rabbit hole. If you leave a constant pressure on aluminum, in theory it could hold
it forever. It is the cycles that fatigue it. Cyclic load tests are based on it going to the % of
ultimate breaking strength and back to 0. So in theory, we could get more cycles than
advertised if the carabiner saw 2KN then spiked to 4KN and went back to 2KN. If anyone wants
to help us build a machine that can test that, we would chase that rabbit!

Back on track! It is universally accepted in the highline community to NOT use an aluminum
carabiner at the master point to hold your sewn loop or weblock (the shapes of many weblock
rears do not accept a carabiner anyways). Even a steel carabiner is not ideal since what you
are clipping is fairly wide, even if it's an awl 5 or a frog because your anchor will be wide, so it is
putting load on the gate side and not just the spine side, reducing the strength. It is bad practice
for slacklines in the park to have aluminum carabiners because the anchors generally are at a
wide angle around trees tri-loading the carabiner and longlines especially have more cyclic
loading than any other type of slacklining (from longlines being in wind). It's also a bad example
for newbies to get aluminum carabiners in their first kits without serious warning labels about
this which misguides them from the beginning that it is ok to use those. Now that I kicked that
horse, it is not recommended that anchor points have aluminum carabiners. They do see half or
1/3rd of the master point force and an aluminum carabiner won’t fatigue under 4kn without
millions of cycles. If you don’t have wind and a loose line, it can be done. Now before anyone
freaks out that I said that it was ok, I am not saying it is ok, I’m just saying it can be done. In
the same spirit, you can also jump off a cliff without a parachute. If you know what you are
rigging, the forces involved, and you understand how and why fatigue happens, you can break
the rules. Also, if you are using cams, you will try to rig that in such a way no single piece will
see more than 4kn (they break around 12kn if placed well) because you want a 3:1 minimum
safety ratio, and so this may be acceptable to use aluminum carabiners but know the risks
before doing so.

E is for EXTENSION - If something fails, sudden extension can
shockload the other anchor points. Prevent shock loading!

Sliding Xs can help equalized the load among all the anchor points, but if one point fails, it will
extend and extend very quickly. Shockloading is very frowned upon in the climbing and slack
world because on static items, shockloads can generate very high forces. For example, if you
were attached to a personal anchor made from low/no stretch dyneema, and you fell off the cliff,
it would shockload that personal anchor to a dangerous number, hurting you and possibly
breaking the PAS. However, we did a few experiments titled “shockloading is a myth” because if
there is a dynamic rope or webbing in the system, the anchor is no longer in a isolated
environment and the rope absorbs some of that shock! If you do use a sliding X, whoopies are
generally used to to prevent extension if the X breaks, but that also solves that lack of
redundancy associated with a sliding X. Tying a BFK (Big Freaking Knot) isolates the legs from
shockloading and naturally provides redundancy. If shockloading is not a concern for the
anchor you are building, and you feel a sliding X offers better equalization between anchor
points, you can get 2 or 3 separate slings and make a BFSX - Big Fat Sliding X!

D is for DISPROPORTIONATE - You don’t want 1 anchor point
holding everything - Aim for an EQUALIZED anchor!

One of the first wildly popular videos of HowNOTtoHighline was “equalization is a myth” when
Andy Lewis brought his numerous dynamometers over and we tested each leg of a 4 point
anchor and discovered that it wasn't a little bit uneven but drastically uneven.
Back in the day, most slackers assumed every bolt you tied your rope into saw an equal amount
of the highline force. So a 4 bolt anchor with a sliding X would put about 1/4th of the force on
each bolt as it shifts around and “equalizes”. Everyone knew if you tied a BFK that the force put
on the bolts would be random at best, and essentially that is true, so sliding Xs were preferred
which is why whoopie slings were there to prevent extension and add redundancy in case the
main sliding X broke since it would all unravel and you would die otherwise. But sliding X vs
BFKs is a rabbit hole we jump into in Knotology.
We made several videos testing what made a sliding X better and worse, and discovered, yet to
truly be proven wrong, that the closest bolt and the most in line bolt sees the greatest force. If
you clip your highline to one bolt, that would be 100% equalized but not very redundant. If you
did a sliding X on 2 bolts and they were evenly spaced making a perfect V then those would be
perfectly equalized. If one bolt was further back, the front bolt would see the most force.
Depending how off set they were, a 4kn load could put 3kn on the front bolt and only 1kn on the
back. They do share, just not evenly.
3 bolts in a horizontal straight line puts 60% of the load on the center bolt and 20% on the two
outside bolts. This isn’t an exact science as stretch, distance apart, angles and movement
changes the numbers constantly but that gives you a general sense at how much difference
there can be. If you do a straight line with 4 bolts and put 4kn on the slackline, the two center
bolts feel about 1.6kn and the outside bolts feel 0.5kn. That’s a huge difference between some
of those bolts.
The magic trick we found was to put the center bolt(s) pretty far back to cancel out the two rules:
center bolt and closest bolt sees the most force. After questioning the status quo about using 4
bolts since every bolt is rated stronger than the webbing you are using, we focused on a 3 bolt
pattern that “automatically” equalized. In order to keep it simple so it can be applied in real life
without special devices, we found creating an equilateral triangle gives us the best results. If
installing a bolt pattern, put the center bolt as far back as the distance between the outside two
bolts creating a triangle. It’s not perfect but wow it was close in our tests!
Well good for you. You discover a super good enough bolt pattern, but bolts are kinda
permanent so how do you work with an existing bolt pattern that isn’t an equilateral triangle?
Well, you’re in luck. Everything we just covered has become mostly irrelevant as we found you

can eliminate the need for extra things to create redundancy, such as whoopie slings, if you just
tie a BFK (Big Freaking Knot) after building your sliding X. It isolates each leg satisfying the
redundancy needs for our anchors. You’re also in luck as we have confirmed with BoltBusters,
who cares! Equalization on good climbing bolts does not matter if every bolt is 5x stronger than
the 5kn to 8kn your typical highline will see.
However, as nice as it would be to have 3 or 4 bomber things to attach to, that is not always the
case. Rigging with cams or tricams, or attaching to sketchy bolts makes equalization more
important because as a whole unit, it would be super good enough… but as individual pieces, it
might not be. Cascading sliding Xs is the secret to getting many points to pull mostly evenly. If
you have 4 points then you make 2 separate 2 point sliding Xs, then take those 2 points and do
a sliding X between them. It almost comes out perfect in a best case scenario. As soon as
someone starts surfing side to side, or if it is a vertical anchor where it changes drastically when
the webbing gets pushed down it can put all the force on just a few points again.
The crux to the cascading anchor is that you don’t want any shock loading if you think every
piece needs to be sharing the load evenly, but you can’t tie a bunch of little BFKs. The sliding
Xs will extend and you would shock load all the other pieces if one were to fail. The solution
has been to put whoopies directly from the anchor points to the master point by passing the
cascading parts, but if any one piece goes, the cascading benefit is instantly gone since the
whoopies took over but are only doing a so so job. It’s good to be realistic in how awesome or
not awesome your anchor is, especially if you are throttling the line of safety with less margin on
marginal gear.
The real secret to KEEPING equalization is stabilizing the master point. Ideally, that master
point should not move even a little because if it is all over the place, the forces on those anchor
points will also be all over the place. You can lift the master point up or pull it down or off to the
side but as long as it doesn’t move, you're at less risk of abrasion but also the forces should
stay relatively the same across all your anchor points. Stabilizing master points will be covered
in the “Eh? Frame” section.

One quick example - The BFK in glue in bolts

The most simple anchor that meets all these requirements of STOKE is the simple BFK (big
freaking knot). There are several ways of doing this and we will dive deeper into this in a
later chapter but we want you to see the big picture first. This is an evaluation of this
anchor:

Single - There are 3 bolts on these anchors, not a single point
Touching - These anchors need padding so they won’t touch the rock
Obtuse - The angles between bolts are small enough to share the load and not create a
higher force than the master point.

Karabiner - I threaded the rope directly into the bolts, no carabiners were used.
Extension - The BFK prevents the anchor from extending if one bolt were to fail or one leg
of the anchor were to get cut

Disproportionate - All three bolts share the force relatively evenly - perfectly equalized
anchors are very hard to accomplish and most of the time are not necessary.
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ALL NATURAL
“Sometimes going all natural is more fun”
Rigging highlines all natural, or without bolts, is held
up as the better yet more complicated way of
rigging. What's funny is that it's how almost all
slacklines are rigged. It isn’t much harder than
wrapping a spanset around a tree, you just have to
make sure what you are wrapping is strong enough.
Many riggers feel that it is more fun to rig without
bolts because it requires more creativity and when
they leave, there is no trace that they were there,
which makes them feel better about the environmental impact… while they burned tons of fossil
fuels to get there so they could walk on hundreds of meters of plastic. But yea... leave no trace
is ideal.
The complicated reputation all natural rigging comes from when trad gear is used. Trad gear, or
traditional gear, is climbing gear that is “actively placed” like cams, or “passively placed” like
tricams, nuts or hexes. If you know how to use the gear, then it isn’t complicated, but neither is
highlining, rope jumping and rocket science if you know what you're doing. I guess it just isn’t
something we can standardize and sterilize for the masses so you can clearly identify if it is
wrong or not. Dead man anchors, or attaching to something you bury, is also a rubber ruler.
Type of dirt/sand, angle pulled and moisture can really change deadman anchor strength. We
will cover below on how NOT to wrap things, how NOT to place trad gear, and how NOT bury
stuff.

Hugging trees

I assume you have slacklined before trying to rig a highline. If not, stop and go do it.... welcome
back… now why would your highline anchor be a tree you ask? The tree could be near a cliff
edge and so you get to put your anchor near the base of the tree. Or you live somewhere in the
world where there are not beautiful cliffs 2 hours from your house so you rig a midline between
two trees. The clear distinction between midline and highline is this - are you absolutely certain
you would 100% die if you fell off? While that’s not the definition, and there is no universal
definition but this is the one commonly accepted as the line in the sand between the two. I
always thought if you can still see the squirrels running around on the ground that it isn’t a

highline however the general consensus has been about 30m or 100 feet high is when a midline
turns into a highline. Anyways, speaking of squirrels, let's talk about trees and about how size
matters, but also how you use it. If you use a bomber tree at the skinny top… well, there is a
chance it could break and then you die. Or you could use a skinny tree near a cliff edge and
break the thing and then die. Or you could use a big bomber tree hanging halfway off a mud
cliff right after a rainstorm, pull the tree out of the ground and die.
I will bring this up in the section of Redundancy but I want to kick the horse here. Don’t attach
your backup webbing to a different tree! Do you know what happens if the main tree fails???
You are still attached to it as it falls down a cliff. Commit to a tree, THEN make that tree safer by
attaching that tree to other things (DIRECTLY BEHIND IT) to help share the load. I might copy
and paste this in the next section because you know, the same thing applies to rocks.
Tree Checklist:
● Make sure you can hug that tree and not touch your fingertips if you are going to attach
a highline to it without any other supports helping the tree hold your ass when you whip.
● Consider the soil that the tree is in, think about how that tree is being held to the earth.
Not all dirt is created equal. Not all trees have deep roots.
● Has it rained recently and how will that affect the strength? There is a tree in San
Francisco everyone agrees not to use after a fresh rain because it is on a hill in soft
eroding mud.
● Is your tree too close to the edge? I highlined once and rigged side A, the tension side,
and walked the highline to side B and while still walking noticed the tree I was attached
to was 50% hanging off the mud cliff edge with half the roots exposed. Definitely too
close!
● Is your tree too far away from the edge? If the highline is rigged 2 meters/6 feet high on
the tree but is 6 meters/20 feet away from the edge, you will have terrible abrasion risks.
You don’t want your webbing rubbing on anything!
● Is it alive? Does your tree have a pulse? You are who you attach yourself too in life… so
if you don’t want to be dead, don’t attach yourself to dead things, unless there rocks,
then it is ok. Mushrooms growing at roots could mean it is dying, hollow sounds when
you hit trunk could mean it is dead. A live healthy tree can have a BFB (Big Fat Branch)
that is dead directly over your line, which can break off when you shake the tree, cutting
your line and killing you.
● Remember trees are stronger at the very bottom than 2 meters/6 feet up. So if you want
to attach a highline to a tree near a cliff edge, one option is to rig off the base of a tree
and use an A frame/Hang frame or natural A frame to lift up the master point.
Rigging tree midlines is often a first step for many highliners so here are some pointers.
● Be clipped in when you are in a tree. Gravity works even when it is only a few
feet/meters high. Don’t be the pinball in a tree pinball machine.
● If you are hanging from a rope to rig the tree midline, don’t rig the line above your head
and above the highest access point. Rig about 2 meters or 6 feet BELOW your highest

●
●

●

access so you can not only rig much easier, but also get on and off the highline much
easier.
Don’t highline above or around branches you can fall on during a whipper.
If the tree splits near the top and you are using a skinnier branch than the base of the
tree, then do a trucker’s hitch/soft release between the branch you are using and the
ones behind it (essentially a treenet perimeter concept) so the branches work together to
hold the force.
Don’t fall out of the tree… did I cover that yet?

Cool… now that you know how to be safe in a tree. Let's protect that tree from you. Pad the
tree. Tree pro (tree protection) helps keep you from rubbing the bark off where the anchor
moves but doesn’t keep from leaving a squeeze mark on the bark. That needs something to
disperse the force like sticks UNDER the padding. Pretty hard to be proud of yourself for rigging
all natural if you leave marks on trees after you leave. How To Tree by the ISA helps you
understand about trees and Tree Protection shows you tree pro options.

Wrapping rocks
LOCATION: You don’t want to get
your rocks off while highlining,
because your highline is attached to
whatever falls down the cliff, so
location is key! Oftentimes, a
smaller rock will be wrapped with a
spanset or rope if it is behind bigger
rocks keeping it from going
anywhere, especially if the master
point is held up by the bigger rock
acting as an A frame. Don’t be
mesmerized by the size of the rock
as much as how that rock is
attached to the Earth. One example is the biggest line in Yosemite, which is rigged off a
relatively small rock behind a giant one because it is being pulled upward and the master point
is higher because the bigger rock holds up the master point. The other
example is that we don’t know how the giant rock on the big line at the
Rostrum in Yosemite is attached to the cliff, so we use suitcase rocks
stuck behind it.
SIZE: How you use the rock is probably more important than the size,
but the size is a big deciding factor. What seemed to be a big enough
rock on a sloping hill in Brazil got pulled down while someone was
highlining and they died as a result. The rock doesn’t have to be the

size of a car every time, but don’t play with suitcase
size boulders casually. It can be a refrigerator size,
but not like the kind you use while living above your
mom’s garage, like an adult refrigerator. But even
those can move around.
STYLE: There are several ways to wrap a rock.
You can basket or girth hitch it like you would a
tree. The less stuff is rubbing on rocks the better.
The other option is to scorpion wrap the boulder which puts the girth hitch on the opposite side
you need your master point, then throwing the tail over the rock, simulating a scorpion, and
putting your master point on top of the rock. WARNING: Scorpion wraps put substantially more
force on top of a rock that could move that rock, make sure that rock is stable before you
basically put 5kn pulling on the top of it!
SHAPE: Consider the shape! A basket wrap the bottom of an egg
shaped rock will squish the spanset under the rock and risk cutting
through it, unless you pad the crevices of the rock. Don’t scorpion
wrap (or basket or anything for that matter) the top of a pointy rock
since the tighter it squeezes the rock the more it will slide up and
then slip right off.
PADDING: However you hug your rocks, you NEED everything
that is rubbing to be super padded, super well. Ideally,
everything that touches a rock should be padded as well, but
with big spansets, on big rocks, with limited padding that is not
always an option. Sharp corners are the 2nd priority to moving
soft goods and even if you have to use your socks it is
important to protect your stuff from being cut through. If you
can pad 100% of the anchor material, great. If you can’t and you're using a spanset, which
naturally comes with abrasion resistant material, then areas that are not sharp, or areas where it
will never be moving don't have to be padded with the same priority.
EQUALIZE: You can wrap more than one rock, and that sling can be one of many anchor points
that you build a sliding X or BFK with. This can help share the load on smaller objects and
create redundancy but remember that if one goes, so do you! If
the rock is bomber, then you can wrap multiple things on the
same rock for redundancy in case a rope or spanset were to
fail.
This HALF DOME trip is a good example of wrapping boulders.

Placing gear

Trad gear is short for traditional gear or gear that you place and remove such as cams, tricams,
nuts and hexes. “Traditional” is funny because cams are newer and pitons and nuts are
technically more traditional. Using Trad Gear like spring loaded camming devices (cams),
Tricams, Nuts, and Hexes is often a last resort in natural rigging. In highlining, trad gear is often
seen as weak (often rated to 6-12kn mbs per piece), difficult to place (requiring a lot of trad
climbing experience for confident placement) and expensive (a set of nuts or a single cam cost
around $60 USD - and you need a lot pieces for each anchor). All of these downsides are real,
but in the alpine, areas with strict no-bolting ethics, or places with rich climbing history like
Yosemite, gear anchors are the key to unlocking the raddest highlines out there.
Cams: Many climbers go-to
protection, cams are seen as secure
and easy to place. Most trad
climbers will feel most familiar with
cam anchors and have plenty of
experience judging the quality of
cam placements. A unique benefit to
cam anchors is that the spring in the
cams hold them in place in vertical
cracks before you add tension,
where tricams, nuts, and hexes
could slip before tension depending
on their placement and direction of
pull after the line is rigged The
problems with cams for highlines
are: their tendency to “walk” or go in
deeper without consent; the outward force they exert making the crack bigger if the rock isn’t
bomber; their “fragility” as the stems are generally thin wire; the cost of the gear which can run
almost $100 for certain cams.
The tendency of cams to walk is the main safety concern unique to cams. When wiggled, the
opposite lobes of the cam can readjust on the rock, causing the whole cam to move around its
placement. At its worst this can cause a cam to pop entirely out of its crack, but it can also move
the cam to a less ideal position or just get it stuck in the rock. Walking is especially a concern
with highlines, as the frequent loading and unloading of the line, especially at low tensions, is
extremely likely to cause cams to walk. To deal with this, cams should not be loaded in-line with
the highline, especially in a vertical crack. Rather, the anchor material should go around a bend
or corner to minimize the cam movement. Cams should also be placed with the possibility of
walking in mind, i.e. watch out for flaring cracks, shallow placements, and hidden pockets.
Stabilizing the master point can keep the cams from moving as well.

Cams work by exerting a strong outward force when
loaded. This keeps them in place and is why they’re so
effective, but can be a problem in highline anchors. Most
climbers know putting a cam behind a marginal flake can
risk popping the whole flake off the wall when the cam is
loaded. Highliners should keep in mind that the more cams
you place in a crack, or behind a flake or boulder, the more
outward force you’re exerting on what you’re anchoring to.
This means pay special attention to how solid the pieces of
rock you’re anchoring to are, and using more than one
crack system if the rock isn’t incredibly bomber.
The cost and fragility of cams work together, not as a
safety concern, but as a downside to anchors
nonetheless. Cams have a lot of small moving parts like
trigger wires and springs. These small parts are often
susceptible to damage if the cam is overloaded or placed
outside of its comfortable range. Cams also tend to have
flexible stems that can be bent when loaded around a
corner. These small damages are often not a safety
concern within an anchor, but they do put a lot of wear
and tear on the gear. And remember, cams generally
cost $60 USD or more, and you may need 6-12 per anchor. That’s about $1000 of anchor gear,
which is a hard sum for most people to cough up. Also, due to their fragility, it won’t be easy to
find a climber willing to lend you their gear for a highline.
For those reasons mentioned above, a good alternative to using cams is to use tri-cams in your
highline anchor. Max silver has been a big proponent of tricams and he wrote this about them,
"Tricams are a little more versatile than cams and can be placed passively or actively. Stiff stem
on cams don't bend around corners and edges unlike slings on tricams. A few times when I
used cams for highlines I noticed warp or offset in the wires and lobes. I don't mind leaving in
tricams in snow or wet conditions (most cams have parts them seem to rust). Less moving
parts, meaning less things that could break, tweak, or fail. You can stack the tricams for bigger
placements. They are way lighter. I feel more confident having constant tension on tricam then a
cam. I personally don't think cams are supposed to be loaded with high tensions for long periods
of time. Tricams work in flaring cracks especially if you find weakness in the rock to place them
actively whereas cams you need wider area for a lobe placement. There is more outward force
then cam (when placed actively), thus securing it more. I think the leverage of an active tricam is
stronger than the spring of a cam. Big tricams are rated to 24kn. They can handle a lot more
abuse.".
So equalizing pieces of trad gear and not shock loading them is more critical than any other
highline anchor rigging style. Cascading sliding Xs are a great way to equalize trad gear.

Equalize two pieces with a sliding X, and do that twice for a total of 4 cams/nuts/hexes, giving
you two master points. Equalize those two points to create a master point that is pulling almost
perfectly evenly between all the cams. No cam, nut or hex in this case would see above 2kn.
To use more pieces without using even more slings, you could place two pieces right next to
each other and clip into both with the same carabiner “manually” equalizing those two pieces
assuming the rock gives you sufficient flexibility where the pieces are placed.
If the gear doesn’t get pulled straight out, that is ok. Just make sure the stem isn’t going over
the corner and especially any carabiners or quicklinks. Pad whatever soft good is bending
around the corner, whether that is the sling attached to the cam, or the sling used to connect
that piece of gear into your system.
If you don’t know how to use trad gear, that is OK, you can learn! But DO NOT rig a highline
until you learn and practice and get really good at it! It's not much harder than squeezing a cam
and placing it in a crack or getting a nut or hex stuck but if you do it wrong you can die. I
shouldn’t have to say this, but it happened to people on a project I was on… don’t place cams in
a rock that can move, and BIG rocks CAN move. A large suitcase size rock sitting like a tennis
ball in a cereal bowl, definitely not able to be pulled off, shifted after cams were placed all
around it and all the cams came out while my friend was on the highline. Some random stuff
they connected to the rig as a backup held him and saved his life. It was better to wrap that
boulder since it was stable in its natural pocket it was sitting in, than to place cams between it
and the mountain.

Burying dead man anchors

Nothing to wrap, nothing to bolt, no bomber cracks to
stick things in... no problem! Bury a dead man…
anchor. If you wrap something you bury, then you
can attach your highline to that. And like everything,
you can screw up and die. So let's “unearth” the
mystery.
How strong are they? Well, who knows, they are all
different. Ideally you want your spanset to break first,
but lets talk about how much force you are putting on the anchor. Well, 45 degree angles on a
A frame puts on 1.41x more force on that dead man than your master point sees. We tested
hang frame geometry and forces in this VIDEO. If that thing is coming almost straight up out of
the ground and you attach it to an A frame, you can generate multiple times more force on that
anchor than the highline because of these principals.
What can you bury? You can use metal, rock, wood or the guy
who didn’t help carry anything and shows up right after the hole is
dug. You probably shouldn’t use a real dead man for a dead man
anchor, but anything else stiff should be super good enough. My

goto is a few 2x4s stacked together, but you can use a bag of the dirt buried if you really want
something light to carry, if it is a good strong bag that you can't tear. In Peru, slackliners made
sandbags above ground and wrapped the bags with spansets, which was very clever, just be
sure they can’t be pulled down the hill/cliff.
What do you wrap with? Rope could be used but it's not common to have multiple strands
coming out so your strength is really limited and it will be stretching in and out of the dirt/sand
and can really ruin a rope. Spansets are ideal because they are so bomber and self padded.
Chain is used as well and is good for more permanent ground anchors.
How deep do you dig? Deep enough not to die + 1 foot. just kidding… “it depends” is the real
answer. It has to be pretty special dirt or sand to go less than 1 meter or 3 feet. 2 meters or 6
feet is the goal. Wet dirt is going to pack down better than the fluffy moss dirt I was using in
Iceland a few years ago! If you are standing ON the dead man anchor to take a photo, and you
feel the anchor moving every time your friend whips, you probably didn't do a good job! I’m not
saying this happened to us on a moss hill in Iceland, I’m just saying to not be a lazy digger, be a
tired one that stays alive please.
NOTE: You can also build two holes on one side of the highline and equalize the two spansets
coming out of each one, but each one by themselves should be able to hold the highline by
itself.

Pounding Stakes
You can pound stakes, rebar or long lag bolts in the
ground. This is pretty hard to standardize and put a
stamp of approval on anything. So here is a case
study. We wanted to rig a line over a volcano, and
the rock is like styrofoam. Jeremiah Morgan had 2
foot long lag bolts from the hardware store and we
pounded them in and used a big pulley system and 5
people pulling with a dynamometer to see how strong
one was. After a couple tests, we determined they were super good enough so when the
project finally happened they put in 6 or 8 per side and
equalized them well. Never wonder! Always test your
stuff if there are variables in it!
No Tree Slack has a neat set up but I was unable to
recreate it when I tried it. I think they use special
hardened stakes. Long ⅜” or 8mm lag bolts drilled into
dirt/grass worked for a slackline project but I wouldn’t trust
it to highline on, mostly because the bolts start to bend
and if the ground is soft things can just come out.
However, like the highline on the volcano, you can do

specific testing and determine if it is super safe enough, but this isn’t a level of rigging that
should be done if you are a newbie.

Human powered highlines

Yes, apparently you can just hold onto the webbing while your friends walk on the webbing!
#makehighliningdangerousagain. No, it isn’t just being held on by your friends. It is loosely
attached to a strong anchor but if people let go there is risk for abrasion and the highliner can
really get hurt falling if they
land poorly on the webbing.
The best combination is a
very light highliner and lots of
strong friends holding the
line. Currently LOUIE WRAY
holds the record for the
longest highline walked being
held by humans at over 60
meters. FYI, it is very difficult
to walk a highline where the
anchors are moving around.
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Eh? Frames
“Sometime you have to get it up for everyone”
“A Frames” hold up slacklines or highline anchors.
Ironically most are not shaped like an A but rather
an X, or an T, or an M, or a pyramid. The world
record 2KM long highline was held up by a single
stick, albeit a giant one, which is called a monopod.
The ones that do look like an A, but instead of
putting the anchor on top of the A, hangs the
anchor in the middle of the A by a rope attached to
the top, are called Hang Frames. And if you aren’t
confused yet, putting a bag full of soft goods under your highline anchor in order to lift it up a
few inches is called “A framing it up”. Note, webbing should never
be in direct contact with an A frame! Webbing should always,
always, always be free, untouched by everything except your stinky
feet.
So why would you need an A Frame? Well, sometimes you have to
get it up if you want to play with your slackline. This is most
necessary if you have space for a slackline, but no trees. A ground
anchor is worthless if you don’t have something to lift the slackline 1
or 2 meters off the ground. In the highline world, A frames can
prevent abrasion, make getting on and off easier, make rescues so
much easier, level out line or help stabilize an anchor that is far back from a cliff edge
Sometimes you can just place a full backpack, ideally a
durable haul bag, or cloth grocery bag with a rope inside
or even just dirt/sand under the master point and that is
enough to stabilize it and prevent abrasion. This is very
common in Yosemite where the anchors are very close to
the cliff edges. Logs and rocks work too if you can lift
them. Just prevent whatever you use from falling off the
cliff and potentially killing someone. If that A Frame is
preventing abrasion and is now gone all of a sudden, your
anchor or webbing could be cut through quickly, so be sure to plan for both success and failure.

You can use natural features for the A Frame, like building your anchor behind a big rock, then
using that rock to hold up your master point rather than being attached to that rock directly. Or
grab two solid sticks, be sure they are solid, and
use rope or paracord to lash them together in an X
shape like the movie Castaway. You can also use
the Y shape of a tree that you don’t want to attach
directly to, but is super good enough to hold up
your anchor.
All the A frames you can buy are intended for
short ratchet tricklines in a yard, and none are
suitable for highlining. The main thing is you don’t
want your webbing touching it. They have your webbing sitting right on top or going through
slots and that is abrasion that you don’t want on your highline, even padded. Webbing shouldn’t
touch anything except your feet! SLACKLINE INDUSTRIES and GIBBON A frames do not have
a stable way to hold your anchor, they are intended to have your webbing to go through their
setups. ELEPHANT’s set up is not big enough and is insanely expensive because it includes
the slackline kit and isn’t that stable for highlining as it is designed like the others, low ratchet
kits. SPIDER sells a small cut one designed for slacklining. I don’t think these are high enough
to be worth using for a highline and they

aren’t that stable compared to hang frames. Of course you could just
buy a burly saw horse but remember if the angle between the ropes going to the A frame and
the master point is more than 30 degrees, the downward force on your a frame/saw horse is
going to be a lot more than your highline force. Not all saw horses are able to withstand 1 or 2
tons of force.
Here is an ISA TALK by Bradley Duling about all styles of A
Frames.
Build your own! How? Let’s start linking you up to all the
options you have. A little secret is the last one we cover is the
best one. Keep in mind, portability is very dependent on how
you build it, not the style in which you build. Wing nuts and
bolts on a T frame, can be more portable than an X style that is
screwed together tight.

A Frames or X Frames

This is just two 2x4s that come together at the top or cross each
other like an X with a rope stabilizing the base keeping it from doing
the splits. Relatively simple and can collapse easily for easier
transport, Slacktivity has a good EPISODE about A frames. I had to
use some for a project with Andy Lewis so we just made Xs from
2x4s and wrapped a spanset around the X to stabilize it and you can
see all that in this EPISODE.

T Frames

This is 2 parallel boards that have ladder rungs and are stabilized at the
base, looking more like an upside down T. Here is a 24 page MANUAL
by Bradley Duling on how to build these. And this other SITE shows you
not only how NOT to build a dead man anchor by burying a piece of
wood only a few inches deep, but a simple model for the T frame.

Hang Frames

The most stable and strongest option is the Hang Frame designed
by Bradley Duling. It does require more wood as the master point
will be 1 to 3 feet, or ⅓ to 1 meter, lower than the top. The newest
design doesn’t require any hardware on the top where the two
beams meet, but it does require a rigged base cross beam which
requires bolts to hold that on. They
can be made with 2x4s or 4x4s. Rings or shackles are hanging
below the top and that is where the anchor and the highline meet
together, both fixed to the ring/shackles.
Bradley Duling has this SHORT VIDEO and this DETAILED VIDEO
on how to build them. We have an EPISODE from GGBY 2017
where there was complex hardware being used at the top which is
no longer necessary with the new rope methods - the detailed
version of how this works is in
this VIDEO. This VIDEO also has the hardware but it is neat
to see that you don’t need pulleys if you pre-tension a
slackline before lifting up the hang frame. If you want
adjustability, you can add whoopies like in this VIDEO from
the master point to the hang frame but you just need to make
sure there are two for redundancy. You apparently can’t pull
these over like in this VIDEO because they are so stable and

you can watch them being bounce tested in this VIDEO. This
PLAYLIST has all the tests
Bradley did on hang frames.
The forces change on your
anchor points when you use
a hang frame and we break
that down in this EPISODE.
Jerry Miszewski tested the downward force on 2x4s in this
VIDEO and broke the wood at 25KN, but that was straight
down. To generate that force your highline would need to see
50KN if the ground anchor was an acute 30 degrees, the angle when the anchor material and
the webbing both see the same force. Greater angles will change that number but we aren’t
putting on that much force, just keep it in mind and use 4x4s if in doubt. We tested this in the
natural orientation in BoltBusters, but tried to run our rope through the hang frame attached to a
pulley which kept knocking it over, we learned how NOT to use hang frames. Anyways, they
are strong and you can see that is this EPISODE.

Padding!

Your anchor and webbing should be padded for
POTENTIAL abrasion if the A frame / hang
frame slips and falls over. What would be
touching if the A frame didn’t exist? And
remember that webbing shouldn’t go over any
point of an A frame because it oscillates and
would cut through.

Monopod

Not done often, but a single stick, or in
the case of the world record 2KM long
highline, a giant stick or telephone pole
without the telephone/electric wires, can
be used as a monopod. This requires
GUY WIRES in order to stabilize it. If
any of these fail, it falls over so this has
to be done right. You can see several
guy wires in Michael Madson’s photo of
Dany Bouchard starting the 2KM walk.

Inverted Stabilization

Sometimes you don’t want to lift up an anchor, but to
hold it off to one side or hold it down. This is especially
useful if the anchor is far back or way off level from
where you want the master point. It can help keep all
the anchor points loaded evenly if the master point
would otherwise have a tendency to be moving around
a lot. An A Frame redirects the master point up, but a
stabilizer bolt, right behind the master point can do
wonders to keep the master point pinned down too. I
have used a sling in a natural hole in the rock to pull a master point sideways to avoid an
abrasion nightmare as well. This photo has the anchor attached to the tree in the back and held
up by the tree in the front as a massive natural monopod hang frame. The left side of the tree
was chosen because the anchor point was slightly to the right of the tree resulting in lateral
stabilization as well where the blue towel is. When rigged from the right side of the tree the
anchor was free floating and would have been banging into the tree with every single whip or
breeze
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MASTER POINTS
“What do you put in that big strong loop you just created?”
Building an anchor and the actual rigging of a highline are the two ways we thought would be
best to separate out evenly what you need to know to build a 1” wiggle bridge. So should the
master point be in this book or the 103 book? Well, let's cover a few things…
First! DON’T USE A CARABINER, ANY CARABINER, BUT DEFINITELY NOT AN ALUMINUM
ONE. We will try to add a fancy icon here to remind you until we get a cyclic loading machine
on the channel and demonstrate WHY that’s a bad idea. Aluminum will just snap and steel will
bend, but it is NOT just about that. You have built something fat, thick and strong, just the way
we like it, but a carabiner, any kind, is not built for that and will put too much force on the gate
side and not on the spine side where it is the strongest. Not to mention, weblocks are not
designed for a carabiner.
TWO POINTS - Cool, now that we got that out of the way, lets kick this horse as we go by. I’m
‘merican and in ‘merica and many places around the world, it is pretty standard to rig A.
SINGLE. MASTER POINT. However, a Euro style is, or at least was, to rig two separate points,
one for the main line and one for the backup line. That isn’t going to kill anyone and might be ok
for some situations, but I’m sorry, that isn’t a master point. That is just 2 points. In my mind a
master point is where all points come together, even the apocalyptic backup (the random ass
thing you clip after it is all done “just in case”). The newest way that has been adopted around
the world has been BFKs that the main and the backup all share. Why do I clearly not like a
separate point for main and another for backup? For one, they rarely line up but the main
reason is because if a bolt fails, as if that happens all the time, you don’t want that line you are
walking on, the one that has no problems, to shift. When I have an anchor, I like when all the
bolts, cams, or natural wraps work together. If you want to have two really amazing anchors,
great! Put them together and put both weblocks into the combined master point. It is becoming
more popular to use 3 bolts at anchors after Bolt Buster research shows that bolts are super
good enough, and 1 anchor for each side of the line isn’t really compatible with 3 bolts. So, it’s
not bad to have two separate points, it just is a less efficient use of the anchor points you have.
CONNECTORS VS EMBEDDED - Now you have a wad of rope or spansets all joined at one
point, what do you stick in it? A quality bow shackle is the super official way of doing it, and
what you will most likely see at a festival. A soft shackle is another great lightweight option
because nothing is moving enough for rope on rope abrasion to be a concern and it can take

that wide load like a champ. Those are really your only two options if you choose to use a
connector. However you can embed your hardware into the master point, or at least the main
weblock as some weblocks can be directly installed into the master point because they have
giant eyes with no sharp edges like the Alpine Weblock 5.0 or a pin in the back that can take a
wide load. A LineScale2 has a big eye that can be embedded in the anchor as well. This just
means you slip it on while tying/building your anchor.
SIZE MATTERS! - Now remember, you got to fit two things in your master point. The main and
the backup. Sometimes the master point is tied too small to fit more than one thing in there so
make sure you have enough space to put in your hardware...or software. Also, don’t use a
small shackle when you have big thick master points. I’m not bitter about someone handing me
several spansets to rig with, then handing me the smallest shackle ever, that was compatible
with a 2005 excuse of a weblock, I’m just saying it could be a challenge to fit the ropes/spansets
AND the weblock in something that is too small, hypothetically speaking of course.
HOW YOU USE IT IS IMPORTANT - Pretty hard to screw up (get it?) bow shackles. If it is a
screw kind, wrench it down. Most weblocks and sewn loops work very well with bow shackles.
Soft shackles should not be used on weblocks that have sharp edges which unfortunately is
many of them. Soft shackles are fine for sewn loops, especially if you use a soft thimble. We
dive more into that in 103 but that's a folded piece of thick webbing independently set inside of a
loop, allowing full strength of the loop with a soft shackle. We use 5mm soft shackles on
segments because the heads are 25% smaller but it saves almost no money and no weight
compared to using a 6mm or even an 8mm soft shackle at a master point. It's not only about
strength, but durability.
OFFSETTING - It used to be important to off set weblocks from each other when the main and
backups both were tight but that is no longer a thing because tight backup lines make highlining
really HARD!!! It also doesn’t even matter any more about installing the main weblock upside
down to sit well with the backup, you install the main weblock upside down if the master point is
below you so you pull the tail UP and back to tension. And if the master point is above you, the
weblock will be normal so you can pull the tail DOWN and back to tension.
KNOTS in webbing significantly reduce the strength of the webbing. The fatter the knot the
stronger it will be. Static sides should have sewn loops as sewn loops can retain 80% to even
90% of the strength of webbing but in theory you can get away with a padded frost knot but that
reduces the strength to a safety ratio you may not want. Many choose to “knot” do knots in the
main webbing since that sees constant force, and only put it on their backup webbing where that
is a one time force in emergencies only.
LOCATION of your master point is important! Don’t put it 1 meter away from the cliff if you can
help it at all. Tensioning SUCKS! Getting on and off SUCKS! Rescues would SUCK! Rigging
and derigging will SUCK, even more than normal! Everything sucks about the line starting so far
out you can’t access it without scooting out on nothing but your personal anchor. In a perfect

world the master point is right at the edge of the cliff and the weblock sticks out barely past the
edge and your leash ring can be pulled within a few inches of your waist when you sit near the
edge. Remember though, while you want the webbing close to the edge, you don’t want your
webbing to rub anything, ever! But putting the webbing way far out past an edge doesn’t give
any more protection than 5 inches over will and puts more people at risk.
SOFT RELEASES - Hopefully you have discovered soft releases when you learned how to
slackline but unlike the park where you normally put them on the weblock, tension side, in
highlining we put them on the static side (side B) so you don’t have to release slack for the static
side (side B) to unclip the webbing from the anchor. And if you are really prepared you already
have your tag line flaked perfectly into the bag that was under the anchor for your padding and
you preclip that to the sewn loop before soft releasing and reverse tagging is a breeze. But that
is where the 103 course will take over.
PADDING - Pad the shit out of your anchors and webbing! Ideally you can pad your anchor in a
way that you can still SEE the anchor to inspect everything regularly. Before I get on a highline,
I like to double check it all, and if it is wrapped up like you are about to FedEx it somewhere
makes that hard. Check for especially sharp pieces of rock and pad them up. Anything that has
the possibility of moving over a rough surface should be padded. Filling a soft bag with soft
goodies and placing it under the anchor is a great way to prevent abrasion and see your anchor
at the same time. Remember: make sure your highline is wearing protection, because it only
takes a few rubs for a highline to shoot it’s load (that’s you!).
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KILONEWTONS
“Knowing the strength is knot helpful”
KNOW YOUR NEWTONS!
Don’t fall asleep but here is the official definition of a newton, “The standard unit of force in the
International System of Units(SI), equal to the force that produces an acceleration of one meter
per second per second on a mass of one kilogram.”
You still with us? Stick through this, we're in the final node of this course! The bottom line,
newtons measure force, NOT weight. They can feel very interchangeable when we calculate
the force that gravity is pushing our fat asses towards the earth, but we can’t use weight when
playing in the horizontal world.
A kilonewton (kN) is one thousand newtons, imagine that, and the common internationally
recognized unit of force that our gear is rated to. For example, you may have seen a carabiner
with 22kn stamped on it or webbing for sale and it has a 28 kN MBS (minimum breaking
strength).
So to give a quick reference chart that may help people:
1 kN = 1000 Newtons (N)
1 kN = 102 kilograms (kg)
1 kN = 224 pounds (lbs)
1 kN = 0 fucks given
Remember, this is a measurement of FORCE, NOT WEIGHT!!!! For example, 1 kN is not equal
to a 102 kg weight hanging on a rope, 1 kN is equal to the force of gravity pulling that 102 kg
weight down to the Earth. If we were on a different planet with half our gravity, that same 102kg
weight would only experience .5 kN of force pulling it down, but then again that is because we
would only weigh half as much. Ahhhhhh, so confusing.
So how do you measure my .75kN ass when I fall climbing 3 meters attached to something
sorta stretchy like a climbing rope? Not in lbs or kgs, but in lbf (pounds of force) or kgf
(kilograms of force) or more officially… in kN. A climbing fall will generate anywhere between
2kn and 6kn depending on so many factors. Ironically, so will a highline whipper. It all is within
a range and we build our anchors to be to at least 3x if not 5x stronger than that.

When it comes to tensions of lines and not falls, a line tensioned to 5 kN doesn’t mean the
webbing weighs 510 kg, it means that the webbing is holding the force of 510 kg across the
entire length of the webbing into the anchors. Basically, there is 510 kg of FORCE pulling the
anchors towards each other across the webbing.
MEET DR DYNO!
To measure these we use a device called a DYNAMOMETER, very commonly if not exclusively
called a “dyno” for short. A wire is attached to a chunk of metal and when it has micro volts
going through it, and you pull on the chuck of metal, it changes the voltage slightly. A dyno by
itself is a dumb resistor. You need something that gives it electricity and then reads the voltage
changes and (via calibration) tells you the force that voltage change means. An ADC or analog
digital converter samples the voltage changes and then averages them at the rate it is designed
for. How fast it reads that voltage change is important because on static shock loads, the peak
force isn’t there for more than a micro second and if you miss it, you miss what you are testing
for. Then you have to turn that analog information digital, which can bottle neck the read speed
and add cost, sometimes requiring software if you plug it into a computer.
The LineScale2 is an all in one version of this, reading at speeds of 60hz or 60x per second
going up to 30kn. The Rock Excotica is also an all in one version of this with 500hz or 500x per
second readings, but it only goes up to 20kn, which is fine if you are using it to read things you
are attached to but worthless if you are trying to break anything. The crane scales used in
slacksnap and boltbuster sample at about 60hz which is ok for slow samples but not for drop
tests. Ideally you need 2000hz (or even better 5000hz) and at least 50kn strong if you want to
drop test things and break them. There is nothing off the shelf that does that. All the
components you need are readily available...ish… But like building a computer, you don’t need
to print your own circuit boards but you need to know a lot to get everything to work together.
Speaking of computers, if you use software that comes with some devices, or create your own
software (they say it’s “easy”) then the information can be put on a spreadsheet (boring!) or in a
graph that shows exactly what happened (explained HERE). Hand held devices that spit out
the highest number doesn’t give you the graph but are more convenient. Every need is different
and so everyone builds their own setup differently. These are the options many people smarter
than me have suggested to build a dyno system worthy of a drop test tower.There are many
makes and models with different bells and whistles but they all do the same thing, measure
forces. These are rigged to the main line of a highline and are used to watch out for
dangerous/high tensions, sudden changes in tensions and to hit a target tension with accuracy.
A dyno embedded in your anchors is nice in your slacklines and highlines if you learn what
tensions you like and want to keep an eye on the tension. It’s not critical but it is nice to have
and the LineScale2 was designed specifically for slacklining.

A linescale 2 in its natural habitat. Note how it holds the entire highline up, even with the pixel of
a person on it in the distance. - Sir David Attenborough
MBS vs RBS
Minimum Breaking Strength is confusing AF. It is sterilized testing done to help standardize
equipment compared to other equipment. The term “Minimum” isn’t the lowest number 5
samples broke at; no, no, that would be too simple. It is based on a 3 SIGMA system which is
determined by calculating the standard deviation (a complex and tedious calculation on its own)
of a series of five breaks. Then multiply that value by three (hence three-sigma) and finally
subtract that product from the average of the entire series. It is 99.73% probable any additional
breaks will be at or above this final value.
Standards are great, but they don’t tell you the whole picture. We have found much joy in
kicking the sacred cows when we tested things the way they are really used vs the sterilized lab
environments required to compare products to each other. So we coined RBS or Realistic
Breaking Strength or how and what force things break at when we use gear in ways we
commonly use them. And so SlackSnap was born…
SLACKSNAP
I was curious what the strength of my sewn loops were so I bought a 50,000lbf or 222kn dyno
on ebay and used a pulley system attached to my van to test a few things. Finding out webbing
broke lower than MBS made our eyes as wide as saucers and we started to scratch the itch and
question everything we were ever taught! Over 1000 break tests later, let's just say we have
learned how to break the samples better and not break the test setup! That is what this section

is about. The concepts we learned in pretty clean packaged thoughts and not the sloppy mess
that science really is when your style is to ADD variables instead of reducing them.
What SlackSnap is and isn’t. We are conversation starters, we are entertainment, we are
NOT science. Science requires experiments to be done that are reproducible, conclusions
require many many samples to be repeated. We break things until we get bored. Real science
is EXPENSIVE!!! It is already expensive to break 1000 things but to break 1000 frost knots in
all sorts of variations, to have a conclusion on if they are safe or not for highlining is not practical
in a young and poor sport. We have broken enough things to be confident in the patterns we
see, and it helps to know where to invest the time in researching certain rabbit trails. Just
watching HOW things break can be very educational for those who are trying to rig lines or climb
safer. As we get better at our systems, update our machines with better equipment, and have
more engineers help us with our data, SlackSnap may someday be able to do real science but
its mission is to educate everyone (not just the nerds) so it has to be entertaining. It's a
balance.
All break tests can be found on our website. We have the charts and an intensive folder tree
with every sample filmed. Webbings, soft releases, tag lines and anything to do with rigging the
highline will be in 103, below are break tests relevant to building anchors.
Spansets
Spansets are very static and static things don’t like to bend. If you girth hitch or put a knot of
any sort in a spanset, just assume you get 50% of MBS. But how strong are spansets. A
purple 1Ton WLL (working load limit) has a safety ratio of 7:1 and pulled in a straight pull on
slacksnap broke at 78.8kN. In a basket shape like around a tree, the theoretical strength would
be double at over 150kN and a girth hitch brings it down to the upper 30s which is still as strong
as any webbing you are going to use. Many people like to use blue and sometimes green
spansets which are insanely and unnecessarily strong, but they do offer more abrasion
protection if rigging on gnarly rocks. See sample #723.
ROPE SLIDING X
With an old 8mm climbing static rope (straight in line with figure 8s on ends broke at 10kN) a
● 2 point sliding X broke at 34kN
● 3 point sliding X broke at 42kN
● 4 point sliding X broke at 59kN
What’s interesting is 2 points sliding X did way better than 2 point BFK, 3 points were the same
and 4 point sliding X did worse than BFK by a little bit. Once BFKs are big enough the bend
radius no longer reduces the strength of the rope more than the bend around the master point
connector. See samples #194-#196.
ROPE BFKs
Big Fat Knots have redundancy built into them if one point were to fail. The same 8mm climbing
rope above that is 10kn in a straight line got the following

● 2 point BFK broke at 26kN
● 3 point BFK broke at 42kN
● 4 point BFK broke at 62kN
● 4 point BFK broke at 64kN
So a 3 point rope BFK made from old 8mm static climbing rope is as strong as any webbing you
install in your highline. You get strength because there are 6 strands going back and forth, you
lose strength because it bends around glue in bolts, quicklinks, or the knot. So it isn’t 6x
stronger than the 10kn in a 3 point, nor is a 4 point (or 8 strands) 80kn, but “only” 64ish.
Quad anchors
For two point anchors built with quads we get the results below:
● 240cm Black Diamond dyneema slings - 3 tests all broke at 40kn
● 6mm accessory cord - 2 tests broke at 32kn
● We did not test 3 point quads, or 8mm static rope
These anchors give a little equalization with a sliding x after a few limiter knots. Super good
enough but no real advantage over BFKs.
Weblocks
Yea, can’t break them. I could put a spanset on diverter or pin and pull but that isn’t how we use
them. The ISA had to make special dyneema webbing that would be 90kn strong to break test
weblocks for their gear certification systems. Super good enough!
Bolts
I will summarize over 300 BoltBuster break tests and a 100+ page Bolting Bible which can be
found on our website. Super good enough! Every half decent bolt installed breaks above 20kN
if not 30kN to 60kN. Each one has at least a 3:1 safety ratio of the max force on your highline
and are typically stronger than your webbing. If you had just two of these, you have the strength
and redundancy you need. But it is common to have 3 and sometimes even 4 bolts per side
depending on when they were established and the quality of the rocks.
Keep in mind that some glue in bolts start to bend and stay bent as low as 4kN so if you have a
windy highline and your BFK doesn’t stay equalized, it can bend a bolt even though it won’t
break until much later. And skinny wave bolts can reduce your rope strength by quite a bit if you
thread it directly because there is too small of a bend radius. How’s that for a one paragraph
summary???
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Sketch
“Know the rules like a pro so you can break them like an artist.”

W

e don’t care about stopping Darwinian evolution. If you die because you are dumb, well

that sucks for everyone involved but hey, you were dumb. If you die from a lack of knowledge
because the experts withheld information to “protect” you, then that is a real shame. This entire
course, the entire channel and all of our effort is to empower people to make decisions based on
real knowledge and not MBS, not theories, and not hearsay. We promote being very redundant
and having 5:1 safety ratios and being clipped in when near a cliff edge. However…..
Being sketch is an art, or it can be an art. Being sketch is breaking the rules for some bigger
purpose which may be to go light, fast or flash rig something that might get you in trouble.
Some people do sketchy things from a lack of knowledge or not being thorough, and that is not
ok. That is dangerous for them and for the other people participating. But when I do personal
projects that only I will attempt, I love doing things light, fast and sketch and throttle the line of
safety because I know the rules so well that I can break them like an artist. It is my decision and
my art form but I don’t rig anything with lower thresholds of safety that others will depend their
lives on. If we rig at a festival or are rigging as a team, we must rig at the agreed upon standards
the rigging manager and team decides is the most bomber and professional level of rigging.
Festival anchors are not overbuilt from a lack of knowledge but to appease insurances, peoples
feelings and being a good example of when newbs see what an anchor for the first time. When
other people depend their lives on a system, it needs to be at a higher standard than you might
have for yourself. I may or may not be preaching to myself right now!
It isn’t always about being lazy or trying to prove something for why one would use less than
optimal systems, sometimes you want to rig a gap and you are very limited on your options.
Sometimes you went a long way to do something and realize you forgot essential items. Rarely
are situations sterile and it is really nice when you can adapt as safely as possible.
I feel that it is better to teach “safe sex” than “abstinence”, or in other words, how to be sketch
rather than avoiding the topic. If you are not going to die on your 100th birthday surrounded by
people who love you, please die doing something rad because the stakes were high rather than a
dumb mistake or because someone else made a dumb mistake. Here are some examples of rules
that have been broken and the thought process behind them:
● Clipping the main highline to one bolt and the backup webbing to a 2nd bolt. Technically
this is still redundant but all anchor material is eliminated. Bolts generally are installed
back away from the edge so padding is absolutely essential. This is very fast and light.

● Only using 1 webbing. Rarely do main lines break. Climbers use 1 rope all the time. If
you are doing a flash rig (install, walk and derig in minutes), or ultra light
mountaineering highline this may or may not be justified. However, padding is super
super super important in this situation.
● Free solo. I would hope one only free solos if they are 100% confident they can walk the
line, 100% confident in surroundings/weather, and 100% confident in their ability to
catch. This should really be done in very small groups and not in festival settings where
it would affect many many people plus access issues if you were to fail.
● Ankle leashes. Tying your leash around your ankle isn’t going to work well if you whip
and you might need to be rescued if you screw this up. All this needs to be considered
before committing to this stunt.
● Droning tag lines across a gap with taped open carabiners
and then scooting across them is very sketchy, but can be
the most efficient way to tag a line if time is of the essence.
In this video we break test the cord Andy Lewis used and
he was putting almost the same force on that line as it
breaks at. Now that is sketch!
● A volcano highline was rigged off of cheap lag bolts
smashed into volcanic rock that could be hand pulled
straight out of the rock. There was no other way of
rigging that line and it was tested multiple times in shear
which proved they withheld over 20kn each. You can see
that video here
● In this video, I don’t really show my anchors so I wouldn't
get trolled, but I rigged the static side off 1 cam and bolt
half way sticking out because the rope coming off the tree
above was my backup line. I was ok having a sketch
anchor since my backup was independant and I only
planned on walking one time. I also used carabiners and
climbing slings for my leash since I was trying to recycle
gear I already had to keep the weight to a minimum. To
break that rule I did opposing carabiners and taped them
shut and together. I also did not plan on falling on it so it
was super good enough.
● Almost all of our lines in Iceland had some sketch
in them, but our first one takes the cake. We built a
deadman anchor on a mossy hill. You can see all of it in
this video where the hole we dug was down, but it was
pulling sideways on it so we only got 50% value out of
the hole, plus most of the hole was just moss. I had to
stand on the anchor in order for it to not move as much
when people were whipping. We chose to back this up
by rappelling down the back of it and installing some sketch bolts in some sketch rock to
help hold if the dead man anchor were to come out. The other side was rocks we drilled
that were smaller than suitcases partially buried in the dirt. We had enough of them that
it was super good enough.

●

●

●

●
●

The birth of “super good enough”. We rigged a line in
Mexico on some decomposing granite and did it without
bolts (not that those would have done much good). But
we wrapped pockets in the rock that if were kicked,
would have crumbled. Our master point was on a
slanted top so if the dyneema sling holding it in place
were to break, it would have shifted and done great
damage to the anchor. We just called it the no whip line
since we were not sure it would hold. But the photos by
Scott Rogers were amazing! That video is here.
Rigging over 300 meter long highlines with no rescue
plan in place, especially with segmented highlines, is
sketch. It happens all the time, and rescues are so rare
because of the skill of highliners at this level, but to not
be prepared is sketchy.
Tagging highlines is super sketchy because sometimes you have to do things that are
quite dangerous to get the tag line over, or to get it unstuck, that you end up risking a lot
in that moment and after it is rigged it is safe. Sketch isn’t an all or nothing endeavor. It
can happen unintentionally for short periods of time and you have to reevaluate whether
or not you are still ok with the level or risk you found yourself in, because it can creep up
slowly without you realizing it.
There are all sorts of rope jump examples but we will save those for the Rope Jump
Course!
This weblock did not have a pin, so the pin of a shackle was used, but from whipping
and moving around it almost came out so I use paracord with a spacenet weave to hold
it in place. Not ideal, but it was a solution in the moment that worked. Sketch!

Please don’t be sketchy, but also know how to do sketch safely so you can adapt to all sorts of
situations. Know what rules you can break and not break, know how to compromise and still
retain the most value out of your anchor, and be fully aware of when you enter sketch land. Be
willing to walk away and don’t let numerous little compromises put you in a situation you didn’t
fully consent to be in. Don’t die because you were an idiot!
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KNOTOLOGY
“There are many ways to get knotty”
First, I’d like to say how much I regret not making the channel HowKNOTtoHighline, and it is
way too late to change it, but there... at least it's out in the universe now.
Highliners only use a few knots out of the hundreds that exist. The internet is saturated with
how to tie things so we will focus on what is useful to know and where it applies. We will tie it
all together with dozens of examples of practical anchor rigging. Remember, no matter what you
tie, just assume a 50% reduction in MBS.

KNOTS SPECIFIC TO ANCHOR BUILDING
Overhand, half hitch, Overhand on a bite, Water Knot, EDK

These are all the same thing and the overhand is the most basic knot out there. If you
don’t have velcro on your shoes still, chances are you know how to tie this. Tie an overhand
around anything and it is a half hitch. A bite is a rope folded over, so an overhand on a bite is a
pinched rope with the same overhand knot. If you tie an overhand in the end of your webbing,
you can trace the knot with the other end of the webbing for a water knot joining the two ends.

Flat webbing, as opposed to round ropes, can be tied in an overhand. European Death Knot or
EDK is just two tails tied in an overhand WITH LONG TAILS and can be for tying a BFK or

rappelling on two ropes. This is the only place I see an overhand tied in ropes as a finished knot
instead of the first part of a more complicated knot.

Figure 8

Probably the most common knot in the climbing world.
It is easily identifiable and easy to teach so it is found
everywhere. It’s like an overhand with an extra twist in it and it
looks like, you guessed it, a figure 8! You tie into your harness
with it by making a figure 8 about 1 meter up your rope, then
feeding the tail through your harness and tracing it. It can join
to ends of ropes together. And if you use a bite (folded over
rope), it makes a great loop to clip things to. If you don’t finish
the figure 8 on a bite and flip over the loop on the last step then
you get a figure 8 with two loops called a super 8 or bunny ears
allowing you clip two points with the same rope. follow
through, Bend

Figure 9

For fancy asses, a figure 9 is if you add yet another
twist in the rope. So with this naming system, should an
overhand be named a figure 7 because a figure 9 doesn’t look
like a 9? The theory is that you can untie it easier but it brings
basically no value and isn’t
used almost anywhere. An
unfinished 9 is not finishing the
last step and clipping the loop
and fold in the last step so it
can’t cinch together making it
easier to untie. It is pretty hard
to check if it is right and if you
don’t clip the right strands it
becomes a slip knot and the
whole thing fails.

Girth Hitch / Scorpion Wrap

If you put a sling inside of itself, it squeezes whatever
you attached it to. Spansets around a tree if you clip only one
side after slipping the end through the other is “girth hitching”
the tree. If you put the eye of a whoopie sling in a glue in bolt
and feed the whole thing through the eye, you “girth hitched”
the bolt with the whoopie. You can girth hitch two slings
together. A scorpion wrap is just a girth hitch behind an
object like a rock and the tail flipped over the top so it gets the
master point higher

Basket Hitch

Hug a rock, tree or another sling with a round sling. This is
very common for slacklining on a tree in the park. If you want to
extend a spanset with another spanset but don’t want it twice as long, a
basket hitch makes the 2nd sling half as long.

Bowline

This knot takes practice but doesn’t require you to tie half a figure 8 before going around
an object first to trace it. You just tie the tail to the middle of the rope you are using anywhere
you want to make a loop with the end of your rope. This could be used to rappel with or tie in to
your harness but it is easier to screw up and harder to buddy check so it isn’t a common knot.

Double Fishermans / Triple Fishermans / Stopper knots / Slip knots

All these knots twist the tail up the rope, then after a few times you put the tail in the hole
you just made with those twists. If you do this to just one end of the rope you made a stopper
knot so your belay device doesn’t slip off the end of your rope which is a huge risk in rappelling
or belaying and kills many people every year. Laying both ends of a rope together then twisting
two times is a double, 3 twists is triple and is how you join two ropes together or to make a loop
with one rope. The theory is the more twists the easier it is to untie but that isn’t really true.
And as far as we know, it doesn’t change the strength. It is also common to tie a stopper knot
with the tail after tying a figure 8 even though it isn’t necessary. If you make a loop, then tie a
stopper knot, it becomes
a noose or a slip knot so
the harder you pull the
main line the tighter that
loop gets. This is used in
thimble leash rings that
have low sides but more
on that in 103 course.

Adjust Slings

Round slings like spansets or
climbing slings are surprisingly
adjustable. You can create an X
with half of it and wiggle it
around to reduce the length. This
is super helpful to be able to make
a spanset the exact length you
want for manual equalization or
for placing your master point in a
specific spot. This can reduce the
strength of the spanset even
though the adjustable side has two
loops and feels burly strong.

bGebz

It is similar to a girth hitch but with a piece of gear
attached. You put the end of a closed sling like a
spanset through the eye of a weblock and pull the
weblock through the other eye “girth hitching” it all
together eliminating the need for a connector
altogether. The down side can be there is nowhere
to attach the backup if you are trying to use that
spanset for both main and backup webbing.

BFK, Figure 8 BFK, Tailless BFKs

If you have a sling or rope in two or more bolts and they come down to a point and you tie a knot
in that wad of rope or sling, it is called a Big Fucking Knot or Big Fat Knot or a BFK. A simple
overhand is a BFK. One extra twist is a figure 8 BFK. And if the ends of the ropes are
embedded in the BFK, then you don’t have to join the two ends together first but it has giant tails
making the name “tailless” very confusing. Tailless BFKs are the biggest fad in highline anchors
today. Sliding Xs are not that critical for equalizing and it is inefficient to join the two ends of
the rope together before tying your BFK. The bigger your BFK, the easier it is to untie and the
more strength you preserve because the bend radius is bigger. A 10mm static rope on 5 bolts
makes a very big BFk and this is done at the GGBY festival.

Sliding X, 3 point sliding X, 4 point sliding X, Doubled sliding X
A sliding X is a sling on two anchor points in a V shape. One strand is twisted in case one
anchor point fails, otherwise your master point connector would just slide off. When you add a
3rd or 4th anchor point, it is tricky to get the anchor flat so it doesn’t twist when you add tension.
If the rope comes out the top of the anchor point, it should stay on top and go down the master
point, coming up and out the top of the next anchor point like a circle. Even the last anchor point

will come down the master point and up the first anchor point always following the same pattern
indefinitely. A double sliding X can be great for long climbing slings to make the shorter and
super strong. Fold the sling in half, then put in two anchor points, but the twist is pretty tricky to
get right. Twist the center strands, not the two outside strands. Unclip one side to verify you
twisted it correctly and the whole thing won’t fail if one anchor point did.

Line lock

Don’t have a sewn loop or a weblock, no problem. You can make your webbing flat
without an overhand knot. Take a bite (pinch the webbing in half) and put it in a ring or
carabiner, then do it again a 2nd time, then clip that loop with a carabiner and bam, it locks itself
flat-ish. This works for a static side of a highline but you can also just tie a frost knot which we
will cover in 103 because you don’t need that to tie an anchor. Spoiler alert: fold webbing over
twice then tie an overhand. It's a big fat overhand. Linelocks can reduce the strength of your
webbing up to 50% because the bend radius is so small.

Soft release with half hitch

It is important to tie off the tail of your soft release. A soft release is webbing wrapped 4
to 6x in a loop/circle and typically velcroed tight but has a big tail that will be used to derig with.
That tail needs to be tied off in a way that can be untied if it were to be cinched down as you
wouldn’t be able to untie it until the force was off of it which would remove all the value of the
soft release. So you take a bite… that is a pinched part of the tail if you haven’t learned what a
bite is yet… and tie an overhand around the entire soft release. Do it again. Do it again. You
have a slip knot around it that can be pulled anytime to unravel it. Bam, all knots are just a
combination of stuff you already know.

The Class of

Highline Anchors
“Time for anchor shaming!”
Here’s the meat of the course! This section will have anchor examples, how to do them and
then how to analyze them. Every system has pros and cons and it's good to have a basket of
tricks to use depending on the unique situations you will come across. If you post an anchor on
SlackChat on facebook, you get anchor shamed for anything that anyone can point a flaw at.
We will do a nicer version of that here and the 102 test will basically be more anchors for you to
analyze. Let's look at dozens of anchors now!

Anchor #1

Context: Rigging midline in a tree where the
branches got smaller but had to be at this height.
Objective: Equalize two branches with two
spansets since that is all we had.
Technique: Manually equalize. Adjusted back
spanset after girth hitching and played with it until
it was holding about half of what the front one was.
Strength: These purple spansets break at about
78kn. The back spanset was girth hitched and
had the adjust knot so about 40kn, maybe 35kn
and the front spanset was nearly double strong since it was doubled, so around 150kn, and the
girth hitch didn’t really create a bad bend radius so plenty strong enough. All of it was attached
with a 6mm overhand soft shackle breaking around 60kn.
Pros: Trees bend before they break so if one branch got a bit too stressed, the other branch
would start to take over. Spansets are bomber. No abrasion since the back spanset didn’t rub
the front branch. This soft shackles could take the super wide master point the two spansets
created
Cons: Tree pro was not used so it could squeeze the bark but we mitigated the rubbing of the
bark by doing girth hitches. It is unwise to use trees that you can hug. If you can touch your
hands when hugging the anchor point, it is probably not big enough. A second 6mm soft
shackle could have been used, but let's be real, 5mm holds split mainlines together. This anchor
could also have employed an ursian eight however, the girth hitches are perfectly fine and easily
recognisable by a fellow rigger.

Is it STOKED? Single? ✔Nope.Touching? ✔ Only the spansets. Obtuse? ✔ Nope, close to
a 90 degree angle. Karabiner? ✔ Just softgoods! Extension? ✔ Minimal.
Disproportionate? ✔ No, pretty close to equal. Super good enough!

Anchor #2

Context: Thought experiment for a sliding X anchor that is adjustable
Objective: Equalize two bolts with two whoopies.
Technique: Thread whoopie through both bolts and connect ends with a 6mm quicklink. Use 2
for redundancy. Shockloading would be the risk if one bolt breaks but if you are on good bolts
that is unlikely and a highline can absorb a lot of the shock depending on length and material.
Strength: New 6mm sk75 whoopies broke in slacksnap between 27kN and 32kN if pulled
straight. In theory this would be 4x as strong and in reality is probably 3x as strong and crazy to
think that this might be 90kn strong with just one, and
you would use two for redundancy.
Pros: strong and adjustable
Cons: 12 feet of dyneema only puts my anchor a little
further than 1 foot away. I would make whoopies out
of 20 feet or 7 meters and
2 per side is a lot of
material. With 10 meters
of rope I could thread it
through the bolts twice
and tie a bfk and have an
anchor just as good with a more versatile material. Since it isn’t a
conventional or a "Sampson approved" way to use whoopie slings,
it may not be as trusted or “slackcepted” while rigging with a group.
Warning! Don’t put dyneema or rope directly into climbing hangers.
This only works with glue in bolts or you need quicklinks or
carabiners if there are normal climbing hangers. Sharp edges are
dangerous for soft goods.
Is it STOKED? Single? ✔ No, remember, only one is pictured for viewability. Two bolts, two
whoopies. Touching? ✔ ‘Theoretically’ not. Obtuse? ✔This will depend on the bolts and the

length of the whoopes. Since whoopies are adjustable, no reason the angle shouldn’t be
good.. Karabiner? ✔Steel quicklink, so nope, remember to wrench it down! Extension? ✘
If a bolt blows, there will be some. Disproportionate? ✔ Nope, almost an equal load on
each bolt. Super good enough!

Anchor #3

Context: Midline over the ocean
Objective: Rig with cams
Technique: BFK with a jumper to a soft release
made with same rope. Have secondary cluster
that comes up and meets the main cluster.
Strength: A lot of ropes and a lot of cams is as
strong as the webbing. Protecting from abrasion
is very important when going over a rock after
many meters of rope since rope stretch will be
seesawing back and forth on the rock. In this
photo to the right, two carabiners were used
which is better than one and less good than a
shackle. We lose value having the gates on the same side. It would be stronger to have the
gates on the opposite sides so the spines, (where the strength is) can work together.
Pros: Cams gave us an option to rig this line. Without them, it would have been quite difficult.
There are enough, as long as the rock doesn’t move, to hold the strength of a highline. It is
difficult to equalize but it was pretty good and having the whole anchor go over the top of the
rock (A framing it) kept the direction of pull the same the whole time.
Cons: We had a lot of our anchor in one crack. If the rock moved a little, the whole thing could
come out. It’s hard to equalize due to the sheer number of ropes going into the bfk and
predicting the "perfect" line of pull. Having it extended with ropes stretches and moves the
master point far out of reach.
Notes: To make the extension with the white rope: make one tail short and the other tail half of
the rope. Tie a figure 8 and clip it to a shackle, or in this case, 2 carabiners. There is slack
between the BFK and the new figure 8. Put the figure 8 where you want your master point to
be, winding the rope back to the BFK, back and forth several times until you run out of rope.
This can be tied with munter hitches and it can be a soft release or tie a new BFK with all your
strands like we did here.
Is it STOKED? Single? ✘ Yes. All of the cams are in the same basket, so to speak. In this
case the rocks are massive and probably good, but a better option would be to spread out
the cams to multiple cracks so that one moving boulder doesn’t blow your anchor.
Touching? ✔ Mostly not. Obtuse? ✔ Nope. Good, small angles. Karabiner? ✘ Yes… At
least they’re doubled, but steel would be better. Extension? ✔ Not here. Disproportionate?
✔ Seems the cams are sharing nicely. So… super good enough!

Anchor #4

Context: Highline
Objective: Rig without bolting.
Technique: Eight pieces of climbing gear were
placed in pairs, equalized with a climbing sling.
Those four pairs were then used as the legs of a
BFK.
Strength: By pairing up and equalizing the trad
gear, each leg of the BFK should hold 30kn, which
makes this a naturally built anchor with the look
and strength of a 4 bolt anchor. BFKs on static
rope are, as we’ve seen, super good enough.
Pros: Clean layout makes this anchor easy to
check. The climbing sling does a good job of
equalizing the pairs of trad gear. Several different
cracks are used to build this anchor, so the
highliner doesn’t have to bet their life on one rock
staying in place.
Cons: Lots of Karabiners (8 in total!), and lots of
rock that needed to be padded, meaning potential
abrasion. Also, if just 1 of the 2 paired pieces of
protection pop, that leg of the bfk would no-longer
hold any tension. Lastly, not all highliners have a
background in trad climbing, making this an anchor
not everyone can inspect.
Is it STOKED? Single?✔ Nope. Touching? ✘ Yes, but hopefully padded in all the right
places. Obtuse? ✔ Small angles everywhere!. Karabiner? ✘ Haha, yup! A bunch of them!
At least steel quicklinks were used at the ‘foot’ of each leg. Extension? ✔ One pair might,
but the masterpoint would stay in place.. Disproportionate? ✔ Each pair should be sharing
nicely, but BFK’s don’t share well. So… super good enough.

Anchor #5

Context: A highline, rigged by someone who
saw highlining on the internet and wanted to
try.
Technique: A single piece of webbing wrapped
4-5 times around a boulder and tied together
with a water knot. A single linelocker connects
both the mainline and the backup to the same
steel shackle.
Strength: The water knot reduces the
climb-spec webbing in the anchor by about
half, but wrapping it 4-5 times gives it a strength of approximately 40-50kn. A single ring,
unpadded linelocker reduces a slackline’s strength by 50%.
Pros: Oof, not many. 4-5 wraps of tubular webbing is pretty strong, and the highliner knew
enough to use steel shackles (and a ring for their leash).
Cons: It is unclear if the backup would be effective in the case of a mainline failure, since it is in
the same linelocker as the mainline. There is no padding, which is really scary considering the
sharp corners on the anchor boulder and the fact that the anchor is a single piece of webbing
with no redundancy. To top it all off, the boulder they anchored to seems detached from the rest
of the cliff, and is perched on the edge.
Is it STOKED? Single? ✘ YES! 1 boulder, 1 piece of webbing, 1 linelocker. No Bueno.
Touching? ✘ Yes, each corner of the boulder is rubbing on the anchor.. Obtuse? ✘ It is!
The angle between the two strands of webbing coming out of the shackle is greater than
90°, putting extra tension on the anchor. Karabiner? ✔ Nope. At least they did this right.
Extension? ✘ Does it count as ‘extension’ if your anchor unravels as you fall into the
abyss?. Disproportionate? ✔ No, the anchor is appropriately strong, so long as nothing
goes wrong… Verdict? VERY VERY BAD!

Anchor #6

Context: Equalizing two bolts
Technique: Two whoopies,
instead of directly attached,
make a loop giving around 2x
the strength of each one.
Strength: If whoopies break
around 30kn, doubled up like it
is should be between 50kn and
60kn per side

Pros: Really simple and adjustable
Cons: If one side fails, you are only on one whoopie sling and one bolt
Is it STOKED? Single? ✔ No, there are two whoopies Touching? ✔ Hopefully not when
you are done. Obtuse? ✔ Not in this drawing. Karabiner? ✔ Nope. Extension? ✔ The
2nd whoopie won’t let it extend Disproportionate? ✔ No, it is sharing the load evenly
enough but will not equalize automatically.

Anchor #7

Context: All natural wrapping
Technique: Fold rope in half, tie
figure 8s on both ends and wrap
around horn a few times
connecting figure 8s together
Strength: In theory it would be 4
strands strong. If that rope broke
at 20kn then we get 80kn minus
knots so maybe around 50kn
Pros: Rope allows many options
Cons: It is not redundant and
very difficult to pad.
Don’t be STOKED! Single? ✘
Not truly redundant Touching?
✔ Not much but the sides go
up and down as you whip so it could still cut through Obtuse? ✔ Nope. Karabiner? ✔
Nope. Extension? ✔ It would be bad if one strand broke Disproportionate? ✔ No, it is
sharing the load evenly enough on both sides of the wrap.
Keep in mind a cluster of cams was backing this up on the side, but a better way of doing
this is to basket a purple spanset as that would be 150KN(ish) strong and the sheath is
natural padding and weighs the same as all that red rope. If you had to use the rope, tie the
tails together with whatever and fold the rope in half 2 or 3x so you have 4 or even 8 strands
in a circle, then put that on the horn and tie a bfk to get the master point close to the horn
and make all the strands independent. This would be very strong as well.

Anchor #8

Context: Midline in a tree
Technique: bGebez knot very close
to tree backed up with a rope.
Backup has separate anchor made
from two ropes.
Strength: This spanset strength is
reduced with a knot but is way way
stronger than the webbing
Pros: This gets the webbing very
close to the tree.
Cons: Backup anchor is too low.
This entire cluster should be all right
next to each other. The backup
ropes are loosely tied around tree so
duct tape has to hold them together.
The backup is also a single strand of
what is most likely dynamic rope, this
coupled with it being loosely tied can
easily result in a lot of extension and
maybe even rolling down the trunk of
this tree.
Don’t be STOKED! Single? ✔ Very
redundant Touching? ✔ Padded
enough, especially with a spanset
being so abrasion resistant Obtuse? ✔ Sort of but not enough to be a problem.
Karabiner? ✔ Nope, it has an embedded weblock Extension? ✔ The backup ropes would
stretch a bunch and this would extend about a foot if the spanset broke, but that is not a big
deal. Disproportionate? ✔ The spanset alone is holding all the force but that is ok because
it is so bomber.
NOTES: The backup so far down makes this anchor lose points. The main anchor is super
good enough and I love how close it keeps it to the tree but it doesn’t allow the backup
webbing to be integrated into the main anchor which is plenty strong enough. It requires an
entire separate backup system which turned out to be a cluster in this example. I used to
think that my separate anchor system wasn’t separate if it was right next to the other stuff. I
even put my backup rope/webbing off to the side and was separately attached to it when I
first started. That is a misconception, and to keep things tidy, everything should come to a
single point or be right next to each other.

Anchor #9

Context: Midline in a tower
Technique: Fancy girth hitching
Strength: This spanset strength is reduced
with a knot but is way way stronger than the
webbing
Pros: This uses really strong anchor material
and equalizes fairly well
Cons: The weblock is sticking pretty far out.
Backup anchor is a bit low.
Don’t be STOKED! Single? ✔ No. Main
line has its own anchor, backup has
another. Touching? ✘ Right side needs
padding but this photo was taken before it
was complete. Obtuse? ✔ Sort of but not
enough to be a problem. Karabiner? ✔
Nope, it has an embedded weblock
Extension? ✔ You would drop hard if the
main anchor failed, sending you to the
backup system because it is lower.
Disproportionate? ✔ Pulling even-ish on the
two parts of the tower.
NOTES: The anchor is fine, the question is the tower. How is that tower held up and is the
metal strong enough or will it bend? Those are hard to put a definitive answer to and
judgement calls that you have to make on the spot. The way this one spanset is used to
equalize the two spots is very clever.

The Team
Just like every project on How NOT to Highline, it takes a community. This team of
people all helped create this course by writing scripts, doing camera work, editing,
audio, uploads, quizzes, organizing, design and stoke!

Ryan Jenks lives in Lodi, CA and has painted
houses for over 15 years. He has climbed 17 big walls
(including 6x up El Capitan), several ultra hikes and some
unique in-a-day projects. First got on a highline in 2006,
with only a minimal climbing background at the time, and
learned how much he didn’t know. After being mostly self
taught with only a tiny bit of information here and there, he
rigged a project in 2016 with friends who claimed to have
scoured the internet for highline information so they can
help rig… only to find out they didn’t know anything. Ryan
was inspired to start a youtube channel called HowNOTtoHighline to offer a comprehensive
resource for those who wanted to transition from slacklining to highlining. The Bolting Bible and
the Highline University courses are the culmination the entire youtube project has been in
existence for. It is the goal of the channel to have every piece of knowledge about highline
rigging and bolting available in one resource

Owen Roll lives in Street (yes, that's actually the name
of the town), Maryland and is a Physical Therapist Assistant
specializing in treating patients with Parkinson's disease in
the fake world. In the real world, Owen is busy highlining all
over the East coast and establishing big lines trying to put
Maryland/Southern PA on the map before he leaves for the
West. He began slacklining in 2018 once he got tired of
numerous climbing injuries culminating with an ankle that
was sprained and broken in two places. After learning to
slackline alone, he met a few slackliners online who got him
out on his first highline and he then decided to go all in on the
slacklife. Very fortunately he was able to receive a direct
mentorship for over 6 months of very regular and varied

rigging styles and learned how to rig highlines safely under direct instruction of multiple
competent riggers. Owen is always looking for the next big line and is always down to rage
while wearing tie-dye stuff.

George Braun lives in Oregon and works as a
middle school science teacher. He survived his first
few years as a lone, self taught highliner on the east
coast before moving to southern California where he
could learn from others. George now has over 10
years of experience as a highliner and climber. Though
he has finally embraced saggy backups and is
breaking his PR’s, George’s main focus is on
developing new lines and new highliners in his area,
and educating new highliners in safe practices.

For additional resources and to get certified please visit the International Slackline Association

